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A STUDY OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CLOZE
AND A
WORD-OPPOSITE PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT DESIGNED FOR ADULTS

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Functionally illiterate people are
.severely limited in
social mobility and in cultural participation. Functional
illiteracy circumscribes the individual to more and more
limited means to cope with a society of every increasing
achievement. Instructional programs must be improved if
the needs of these people are to be met, and the keystone
to the improvement of these programs lies in better means
of measurement and evaluation.
(Brown, p. 154, 1970)
.

.

Many of the adults entering community college developmental education programs are functionally illiterate.

They enter programs seeking

means of freeing themselves of the limitations described above by Brown.
Developmental education personnel face a number of challenges in their
efforts to serve this group:
1.

Adults must be encouraged and motivated.

2.

Negative attitudes toward previous school experiences must be

overcome.
3.

Instructional methodology and materials unique to the needs of

adults must be designed.
4.

Instruments must be developed for accurate placement of adults

in curriculum materials.

The keystone of effective developmental education programs and the
central focus of this study was that instruments must be developed for
accurate placement of adults in curriculum materials.
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PURPOSE OF STUDY

The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of placing
adults in curriculum materials based on scores from a specifically designed word-opposite reading test.
The major objectives of this study were:
1.

To design and test a word-opposite reading placement instrument

derived from a progressively difficult group of words based on the
frequency of occurrence in adult word lists.
2.

To develop a progressively difficult reading comprehension

exercise based on the cloze procedures to determine the appropriateness
of the placement level of a word opposite reading instrument.
3.

To select a representative sample of students from Oregon

Community College developmental education programs.
4.

To administer the Word-Opposite Placement Instrument and the

cloze passages to the sample population.
5.

To examine the effectiveness of the Word-Opposite Placement

Instrument in placing adults in reading materials they can comprehend at
the instructional level.
6.

To formulate recommendations based on the implications of

placing adults in reading materials with informal reading assessments.

RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY

Community colleges are meeting the needs of an increasing number of
disadvantaged adults.

The many faceted developmental education programs

are some of the fastest growing segments of the community college curriculum.

One of the major functions of the developmental education pro-

grams is reading instruction.

Disadvantaged adults who have not mastered
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basic skills, especially those who have never read or who have reading
problems, come to the community college programs to increase their
reading skills.

In a reading program, the adult's reading skills are assessed before
reading instruction begins.

The assessment process is as varied as are

the programs, but often it has not been designed for adults.

This is

due to the fact that there has been a limited effort to develop assessment instruments especially designed for assessing adult's reading skills.
Because of the lack of adult instruments, most programs use children's
reading tests or adapt children's reading tests for use in adult programs
(Vonderhaar, 1975; Nafzinger, 1975).

The first problem encountered in using children's instruments is the
orientation and content of the test.

It is not effective to test' adult

reading skills with instruments that appear child-like.

Children's

reading assessment instruments are based on basal reading texts or levels
of skills introduced at particular grade levels in elementary school.

The United States has a mobile population, and for this reason, one
cannot assume that an adult had consistent, systematic elementary reading
instruction in any basal series (Kidd, 1959; Knowles, 1973; Bowren and
Zintz, 1977).

A second problem which emerges in using children's tests is that
adults have wider life experiences than children, and these tests do not
assess skills learned by experience outside the school setting.

Reading

instruments assessing skills based on elementary curricula and the
limited experience of children cannot accurately measure an adult's
reading level.
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The three more prevalent modes of assessment used to
assess an
adult's reading ability are the standardized reading test,
the informal
reading inventory and the informal teacher-made reading test.

The

standardized test is used in many developmental education
programs.
There are many problems encountered with using standardized
instruments

with disadvantaged adults in these programs.

The administration of the

standardized test is one source of the problem because the
standardized
reading test is usually comprehensive; it has an administration
period

of more than an hour; it is a timed test.

The use of the timed standard-

ized test is not recommended for use with disadvantaged adults
by any
authorities in the field (Zintz, 1975; Newman, 1980).

Using standardized tests with disadvantaged adults is not suitable
for three reasons;

1.

Adults do not have test-taking skills;

2.

Adults

are aware of their inadequate skills and don't need reaffirmation
of
their deficiencies; 3.

Adults have come to the developmental education

programs to work directly on skill building and do not want to
spend
hours taking diagnostic tests.

Standardized test administration does

not take these facts into account.

Furthermore, there is a great deal

of test anxiety among adults who fear they will fail the
assessment.
adult

An

often sees test results in concrete terms of passing or failing,

and furthermore, they feel that a test portends their ability to learn
because they do not understand that an assessment can be used
to determine
the level of skills mastery (Bowren and Zintz, 1977; Otto, 1967;
Roueche,
1979).

Another disadvantage of using standardized tests with the developmental education population is that the test scores will not always
accurately place students in materials at an instructional learning
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level.

There are several reasons for this.

First, the norms for a

standardized test have not been derived from the adult population.
Second, if a student does not finish a test section because of time

restraints, the norms for that section produce an inaccurate picture of
the student's skills.

Third, a standardized test, usually administered

to a group of students, does not allow the teacher to observe the
individual student to determine specific weaknesses in reading.
score does not reveal why a student missed a test item.

A test

Researchers

have found that when a student is placed in materials as a result of
standardized scores, he/she is working at a frustration level, not an
independent level (Froese, 1975; Aaron, 1975; McCracken, 1962; Sipay,
1964).

This type of placement could have unfortunate results for a

student who does not feel good about his skills or who is easily discouraged in reading.

The final shortcoming to the use of the standardized test is that
it is time-consuming, and therefore, only administered at the student's
entrance to the developmental education program.

A one-time diagnosis,

when an anxious student enters a program, does not produce an effective,
lasting diagnosis of strengths and weaknesses (Strang, 1969).

Effective

diagnosis is on-going, eclectic, flexible and pragmatic (Spache; Bouren
and Zintz, 1979).

Therefore, the teacher must utilize continual assess-

ment-reassessment methods, and the standardized test is not amenable to
this classroom use.

The informal reading inventory is the second type of assessment
commonly used with disadvantaged adults.

The informal reading inventory

(IRI) was introduced by Betts in 1946 (Betts, 1946) as an alternative
to standardized testing for children.

The IRI consists of five subtests:

a word list administered orally, a word attack skills section that
assesses phonic skills, paragraphs of ascending difficulty that are
read orally and silently, comprehension questions on the paragraphs, and
cloze passages.

This informal instrument can be either published or teacher-made
from classroom materials.

The informal teacher-made test can have advan-

tages over the standardized tests which are often remote in content and
skills being taught in a program (Strang, 1969; Austin, 1961; Betts, 1946).
The IRI can be administered in either small groups or individually.

If

it is given individually, the teacher and the adult can develop rapport,
and the teacher can assess specific reading strengths and weaknesses.
Besides being designed for children, there are additional disadvantages.

First, the complete IRI takes about an hour to administer;

this creates a prolonged testing situation for an adult.

Time is also

a disadvantage to the teacher who is trying to instruct on-going students
and assess new students at the same time in the open-entry developmental
education classroom.

A second disadvantage is that the diagnosis

achieved with the IRI is directly dependent on the skill of the teacher
administering the instrument.

This precludes the use of teacher's aides

untrained in reading theory and reduces the utility of the instrument
(Austin, 1969; Kender, 1968; Sawyer, 1980).

Not only is the administration time of the IRI a disadvantage to the
teacher and the adult, but so is the use of the complete group of subtests.

Testing oral reading of adults is not relevant (Zintz, 1975),

and there are other means outside the testing situation to assess
specific reading skills.

Everyday reading assignments can reveal reading

strengths and weaknesses, and a lengthy test will not garner any more
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information than day-to-day observation.

The deletion of subtests of

the IRI, designed to be given as a unit, does not give an accurate
assessment of the adult's total reading skills, especially if the
initial IRI is administered in-lieu-of a planned program of ongoing
diagnosis (Newman, 1980; Farr, 1969; Otto, 1967).

However, informal teacher-made tests are widely used in adult
education for a number of reasons.

First, the limited budgets of many

programs prohibit the purchase of a variety of tests needed to assess the
varied adult population.

Secondly, adult educators realize that many of

the currently available tests are not acceptable for use with adults

either because they have been designed for children, are normed on an
incorrect population, are too time consuming, or test for skills that

will not be taught in the program.
purchased test.

Therefore, they will not use the

A third reason for using informal teacher-made instru-

ments is that adult education programs are often staffed with personnel
who are not aware of currently available materials.

Many adult

educators are persons trained as secondary or elementary school teachers
rather than as adult educators, and these teachers are familiar with
elementary or high school tests.
The informal teacher-made test fills a need in an adult education
program.
tests.

However, there are many disadvantages to a number of these
The greatest disadvantage is that the public school certified

teacher is not aware of the special techniques and testing procedures
required for adults, and therefore, the tests are not constructed for
the special needs of testing adults.

Another disadvantage is that

reading tests are developed by persons who are not trained specifically
as reading teachers or who are not trained to teach adult reading.
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Teaching an adult to read is different from teaching a child to read, because different skills have been mastered by the adult than by the elementary school child.

For example, adults have sight word vocabularies,

have mastered symbol-meaning associations and generally have some pronunciation skills.

Moreover, children's diagnostic methods do not take into

account the adult's wide life experience that have enabled an adult to
cope with minimal reading skills.

In view of the problems of testing reading levels of adults, reading
authorities feel that the use of a quickly-administered, short, informal
placement instrument can be effective in placing students in developmental education reading programs because it does not have the disadvantages
of a standardized instrument or the complete IRI.

Leibert (1973) feels

that a word list is a quick and reasonably accurate test, and another researcher feels that "A (reading) test that gives a quick and reasonably
accurate picture of the student's general reading level can be useful as
a starting point in tuition and also in following up the pupil's progress"
(Allen, p. 28).

It appears that a placement instrument would be an ade-

quate means of initial assessment if such instruments existed for adults.
"There is a great need for the development of similar tests [to children's]
for use with adults.

Tests are needed for reading placement and for mea-

suring progress in reading achievement" (Cass, p. 118, 1971).

Brown (1970)

concurs that "New tests are badly needed that are built on adult-oriented
interests, standardized on adult populations, and complete with different
forms and different levels."

(p.162).

Because there is a need and an underlying assumption that placement
instruments can be effective, this study included the development of an
instrument designed for adults, and it tested the effectiveness of that
instrument.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

DEVELOPMENTAL EDUCATION STUDENT
The developmental education student is an adult enrolled in a community
college program:

adult basic education, general education development

(GED), high school completion, or developmental center/learning center

courses; specifically, reading, spelling, or language arts.

Generally

a developmental education student has selected to enter a program to
upgrade basic academic skills, specifically reading.

Adults also study

to improve math skills, writing skills, self concept, or job skills in
many developmental education programs.

ADULT LEARNER
An adult learner is a person who has left the elementary and/or secondary school system, is at least 16, usually has chosen to return to
school after an absence of several years, has varied experiences and
life styles based on other roles in life such as parent, wage earner,
community member.

The adult learner is usually not a full-time stu-

dent but combines skill building with other societal roles.

WORD LIST
Words taken from the corpus vocabularies developed for children and
adults which progress from simple to more difficult both in structure
and meaning are used to create word lists.

The gradation is based on

both frequency of occurrence in English and the difficulty of the word
as determined by a variety of readability formulas.
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READING PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT
This instrument indicates a starting point for instruction.

The

instrument examines one or more selected skills and indicates the level
of the student's achievement in those skills.

It does not indicate

specific types of weaknesses or strengths as a diagnostic test does.

A score on a placement instrument indicates to the teacher the starting
level of materials or skills at which a student should be placed.

a student works on selected materials or skills, continued evaluation
and diagnosis of skills mastery takes place.

INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

The IRI is a series of graded passages of increasing difficulty, with a
series of comprehension questions.
and word recognition tests.
ized.

It includes oral and silent reading

It is informal because it is not standard-

An IRI can be a teacher-made inventory or a purchased inventory.

The student's score on the IRI falls into one of three levels.
The Independent Level is the highest level at which a student can read
fluently and with personal satisfaction without help.

There are no

difficulties in comprehension.
The Instructional. Level is the teaching level.

the ideas in the reading.

The student comprehends

The reading materials are challenging but

can be accomplished with some help from the teacher.

The Frustration Level is the level of reading where the student is
confused, tense, frustrated, and generally not comprehending the reading.

FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
The frequency of occurrence is the number of times a word is repeated in
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a specific number of running words in content.

For example, Kucera-

Francis (1967) determined recurrence of words in one million running
words.

Thorndike and Lorge (1944) and others have used large numbers

of running words to determine frequencies for the words placed on their
word lists.
culty.

A word's frequency of occurrence is related to its diffi-

More frequently occurring seen words are more familiar and

considered to be more readily recognized than less frequently seen,
obscure words.

Frequency of occurrence of words changes with the in-

troduction of new words into spoken and written language and the disuse
of other words (Johnson, 1971).

CLOZE

The term "CLOZE" was coined by Wilson L. Taylor (1953) from the gestalt
concept of closure.

A completion of a sentence or concepts is contructed
A

by filling in the gaps in the syntactic structure of the writing.

consistent number of words are deleted from passages at regular intervals.

Every nth word is deleted in all but the first and last sen-

tence of a passage.

The reader uses semantic and Syntactic clues in

order to choose the more appropriate response.

WORD RECOGNITION TESTS
In this type of test, the reader recognizes the word and identifies it
by applying a meaning or by pronouncing it correctly.
approach, the test is given orally.

In the latter

The test score is an estimation of

the student's word attack or analysis skills and can also assess reading fluency.

The rationale for the former format is that a student

must be able to decode a word before determining a meaning.

Thus, word
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recognition tests are also given silently.

The student says the word

to him/herself, applies a meaning to it, and then selects a synonym or
antonym of the word to demonstrate comprehension of the word.

POWER TESTS
These tests are tests of level of performance.

A student is given

enough time to complete as much of the test as possible.

Power tests

rather than timed tests are recommended for use with adult disadvantaged readers because this population does not work effectively under
the stress of timed tests.

STANDARDIZED TEST

This test is designed to provide a systematic sample of individual performances, administered according to prescribed directions, (usually
with time limits) scored in conformance with definite rules, and interpreted in reference to norms (Mitchell).
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-Limitations of the Study

The ability to generalize the results of this study might be
limited by:
1.

The use of students only from Oregon community college developmental education programs and the make-up of the developmental education program.

2.

The use of only native speakers of English.

3.

The grade level and the selected upper and lower limits of
the instrument.

4.

The lack of predictability of the instrument.

5.

The use of volunteers from the developmental education
programs.

6.

The construction of the cloze passages.

7.

The control of administration Of instrument's atmosphere in
classroom.

Summary

In summation, the purpose of this study was to meet the need for
accurate assessment of adult reading levels by developing an instrument
and applying it to a sample of the disadvantaged adult population in
Oregon community colleges.

The results of this study will be examined and the implications
of the use of the instrument and recommendations concerning the informal testing of adults will be made.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The pertinent literature written about the major facets of this
study can be grouped into four categories:
1.

The need for reading tests designed for adults.

2.

The informal reading inventory.

3.

The development of word lists and word recognition tests.

4.

The cloze procedure.

THE NEED FOR TESTS DESIGNED FOR ADULTS
Reading tests are widely used in developmental education programs
to determine a student's reading strengths and weaknesses so that an
effective instructional program can be planned (Farr, 1969).
appendix A].

[See

However, there are serious concerns with the types of

reading tests currently used with adult students enrolled in developmental education programs.

The Northwest Regional Laboratory report indicates that adult
literacy testing is still a developing field marked by a wide variety of
available instruments.

Despite the recent emphasis on reducing adult

illiteracy in the United States, very few instruments have been developed
specifically for use with adults (Nofziger, 1975).

Therefore, a number

of authorities in adult education urge the development of tests specifically designed for adults rather than adapting children's instruments.
Roueche, Otto, Newman, Cross and Cass cite the need for adult tests because adults are in school for different reasons than children.

Adults

need to be tested with adult-oriented materials, especially those that
assess skills that are going to be taught in a reading program.

The big-

gest drawbacks to current tests, these authorities have found, are that
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formal testing situations are not appropriate for adults who do not have
test-taking skills, and the norms used to interpret test results have
not been formulated on an adult population.

Farr (1970) feels that the time is past due to develop tests that
are built on adult-oriented interests, standardized on adult populations,
and are complete with different forms and levels within the test.
Following is a discussion of the specific concerns of assessing
adults' reading levels with inappropriate tests.

The use of standardized test

There are three issues:

batteries, inappropriate norms, and adult

test anxieties.

The first issue is the use of the standardized diagnostic test.
Most diagnostic tests assess a wide variety of skills.

This can lead to

superfluous testing because many of the identified deficiencies are not
to be remediated in the particular class in which an adult is enrolled.
Although it can be beneficial to have a broad picture of an adult's skills,
the disadvantages of over-testing the student and gaining more information than can be utilized outweigh the advantages of extensive testing.
These tests not only measure skills to be taught but also test other
skills that a disadvantaged adult learner has not yet mastered and will
not be introduced to in the class.

A composite picture from the entire battery of tests is necessary
for diagnosis based on the standardized test's norms.

Deletion of por-

tions of the test result in an invalid interpretation of the scores.
Another problem of testing other skills than reading skills is that some
comprehension items may relate more to ability to reason than ability to
read or to one's general knowledge of the subject matter than the interpretation of the reading material.

Standardized tests"may actually be
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assessing intelligence, language skills, or general knowledge rather than
reading skills (Nafziger, 1975).

Strang (1969) contends that diagnosis should lead directly to the
improvement of reading through the reinforcement of strengths and the
correction of difficulties discovered.
diagnosis and remediation.

No gap should intervene between

A correct diagnosis gives information that

can be readily applied to the teaching situation.

Critical information about the student as a reader cannot be gained
from a score on a standardized test.

Bamman (1970) and Farr (1969) both

concur that standardized tests don't give sufficient information regarding background experiences, independent and instructional levels of
reading, recognition vocabulary, thinking ability, word analysis skills,
and the student's interests and attitude toward reading.

Kingston states

that the length of the test battery would not be as objectionable if the
test assessed the important adult characteristics.

Cass (1969) feels

that treating the student as an individual is an important feature of
tests; the test must take into consideration the maturity, experience,
as well as the cultural background of adults.

Other problems encountered when using standardized tests with adults
include the administration of the test itself.

The adult must face the

problems of the mechanics of answering appropriately, losing his place
in the test booklet while coding a response on the answer sheet and other
demands requiring unaccustomed behavior (Brown, 1970).

These problems

contribute to anxiety and serve to reduce the adult's probability of reflecting his/her true competence.

The construction of the test can diminish the value of the diagnosis
of an adult's reading skills.

Kingston (1960) found that comprehension
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scores on a standardized test cannot be generalized to all reading because the questions are not passage dependent, and the speed of the test
causes an artificial relationship between speed and comprehension to be
created.

The second issue that concerns authorities in adult reading is

the use of a standardized test that has not been written for adults nor
normed on an adult population.

Newman (1980) and others stress that if

standardized reading tests are used in developmental education programs,
they must be normed on an adult population.

Zintz and Bowren, Newman,

Farr, Voonhaar and Leibert found that more currently available tests are
inadequate because they are tests designed for children.

These tests,

many with child-like format, do not assess an adult's life experience
(Brown, 1970).

One difficulty of using children's instruments is that

the vocabulary on the test includes children's words as "baby," "doll,"
"wagon" or "play."

The subject matter on children's tests differs from

material an adult would choose to read.

The subject matter on a child-

oriented test would concern itself with school or games or family activities directed by the parents.

Adult topics would be areas of self-

improvement, jobs, religion, and health (Lyman, 1973).

Childish formats

lessen an adult's sense of self-worth.

The major concern with using children's tests for adults is that the
child's

tests are normed on children and the scores are categorized into

percentiles and grade equivalents.

These measures do not have meaning

for an adult who is not familiar with the language of formal education.

Norms gained from children's performances on tests do not equate with an
adult's performance on a test (Farr, 1969).
Non-adult tests also require oral reading.

Oral reading is not ad-

visable for adults because it is stressful, and a true assessment of an
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adult's skills cannot be gained during a stressed test application (Otto,
1975).

Oral reading is not a necessary skill an adult needs to be an

effective reader in today's society, and, therefore, he/she should not
be tested on a skill that he/she is not to be taught in the reading program.

The third issue that concerns adult educators is one that has been
touched upon briefly in the foregoing discussion:

test anxiety.

Test

anxiety in adults is created during the administration of the standardized (especially the timed) test.

This is the most frequently mentioned

defect of reading tests used for adults, and the frequent citation of
this weakness points to the need for the development of tests especially
designed for adults.

This test anxiety is related to two factors:

the

testing process itself, which has been discussed above, and the adult's
fear of failing the test (Abrams, 1975).

Brown (1970) identified that the test process anxiety is caused by
the fact that the adult does not do well in a prolonged testing situation, and there is a lack of interest in the attention to the testing process.

Moreover, many adults have sitting problems, visual problems, can't

follow directions, are uneasy, frightened and unsure of themselves.

Fur-

thermore, they are facing a school situation which may only reinforce
their feelings of failure.

All of these problems contribute to high test anxiety which prevents an accurate assessment of an adult's reading skills.

Further com-

plicating the testing process is the fact that the use of a timed test
adds to the anxiety.

Newman (1980) suggests that the results of timed

tests may be particularly misleading for adults who are beginning to
learn to read.

No authority in adult reading recommends the use of timed
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tests.

Timed standardized tests are used because there are few alterna-

tive tests available.

This problem is exacerbated when the norms from

the standardized test cannot be applied correctly to a student's score
because the score is so low that it does not fall into a normal range.
The timed test does not afford adequate time limits for the disadvantaged
student to demonstrate the reading skills he/she possesses.
The adult's fear of tests is associated with previous school failures.

It is well documented that the adult's fear of a new failure

causes great anxiety.

Neilsen and Braun, 1973; Otto and Ford, 1967;

Zintz, 1975; Newman, 1980 and Cross (1971) feel that not only does the
record of failure cause adults to be wary of test-taking, but the adult's
misunderstanding of testing and test results also cause undue stress to
the disadvantaged adults.

Cross (1971) and Roueche and Archer (1979)

found that this population "tends to see test scores as predictors, not
as indicators," (p. 25).

These students need to be reassured that they

are not a failure because the test score is below average.

The research done by a large number of authorities in the field verifies the need for testing especially designed for adults.

The use of

a standardized test with inappropriate norms and construction and adult's
test anxiety dilute the usefulness and the veracity of the adult's reading score.

THE INFORMAL READING INVENTORY

Because the authorities in adult reading concur that the use of
standardized reading tests are not always appropriate to use with adult
readers, adult reading levels are at times assessed with informal instruments.

An informal instrument is either published or teacher-made.

It
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does not have norms or standard scores, and it is usually not timed.

An

informal reading inventory or portions of it, are the most often used
method for assessing the adult's reading levels.

The IRI was introduced by Betts (1946) as an alternative to the
standardized tests given to children.

Betts determined, and other re-

searchers concurred, that the IRI gives accurate information about a
student's reading level.

The scores from the IRI, rather than being

interpreted in stanines, percentiles, or grade levels, are used to place

the student in reading materials at the student's independent, instruction, or frustration level.
The IRI consists of five parts:
1.

A word list composed of progressively difficult words, usually

administered orally that is used to place the student at the appropriate
level of paragraph reading.

This test section assesses the student's

sight word vocabulary and word attack skills.
2.

A word attack skill section that tests the student's ability to

sound out unknown words to test the student's knowledge of phonics and
syllabication.
3.

Paragraphs of ascending difficulty determined by the applica-

tion of one or more readability formulas make up the third section.

The

student reads the passage orally to test for fluency of reading and
silently to test for comprehension of the material.
4.

Comprehension questions based on the silent reading that assess

further recall, vocabulary knowledge, and understanding of the main idea
and implied ideas in the paragraph.
5.

Cloze paragraphs that the student completes with either the

exact word or an acceptable synonym to test for comprehension of the
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paragraph or passage.

The first part, the word recognition test, is the portion of the
IRI relevant to this study.

The word recognition test assesses a stu-

dent's knowledge of vocabulary in three ways.

First, the student reads

aloud words that are recognized immediately because they have been mem:orized.

These are called sight words.

Second, the student decodes

words by applying various word attack skills to the unfamiliar words,
thus demonstrating his/her knowledge of phonics, prefixes, suffixes and
syllabication.
list.

Third, the student applies a meaning to the word on the

Not all word recognition tests require this'third step.
The word list is administered to the student at the beginning of

the testing session, and the student's oral performance on the graded
word list indicates the starting level for reading the graded passage.
When the student mispronounces or cannot pronounce ten percent of the
words at a particular grade level, the student has reached the instructional level, and the previous level of graded reading is given to the
student to test for reading comprehension.

Although the IRI was developed to assess children's reading, it is
recommended as an assessment instrument for adults (Otto and Ford, 1967;
Johns, 1981; Newman, 1980).

An IRI developed for children is sometimes

used to assess adults, and more recently, more appropriate instruments,
specifically designed for adults, such as the instruments by O'Donnell,
Leibert and Brown, are used.

Nearly all the IRI's designed for adults

contain word recognition lists to be read aloud, even though the authorities in adult reading do not recommend oral reading as part of the testing process for disadvantaged adults.

This feature of the test is prob-

ably a carry-over from the format of the children's instrument that was
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not eliminated when the test was developed for adults.

The student's scores on the IRI or portion of the IRI provides the
test administrator with information to place a student in reading materials at the appropriate level.

An elementary child's instructional level

is usually more than a single book level because the instructional level
is the midpoint of his instructional reading range or the level at which
he can be instructed best (McCracken, 1967).

This multilevel range could

also be true for adults because of the adult's interest, motivation or
prior knowledge of the subject matter.

McCracken further writes that if

every score on the IRI but one is at the independent level and one score
is at the instructional level, the student, is reading at the level of the
instructional score (p. 83).

This authority is essentially saying that

one test score can be weighted more heavily than other scores.

Therefore,

it might be concluded that the use of only one portion of the IRI, the
word list, might be an effective means to determine adult's reading level.
Froese (1975) and Aaron (1975) have essentially validated the contention
that one part, the word list, can be used separately to assess reading
level.

If the word list is to be used as a portion of the IRI to determine
placement, there is a need for an accurate determination of the level of
reading comprehension.

The researchers have concurred that the indepen-

dent level is indicated by a score of at least ninety percent on the word
recognition test.

Ninety percent is the level that Betts originally used,

and other researchers have questioned this level, feeling that it must be
as high as ninety-eight percent to indicate the independent level of reading. (Powell, 1970).

Ninety percent is the lowest level agreed upon which

indicates independent reading based on the performance on the word list.
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Less research has been done on instructional level of word lists because
the IRI word list provided a starting level for further testing.
The score on the word recognition test has been correlated with IRI
reading comprehension scores.

If the student scores ninety percent or

above on the word recognition list, his paragraph reading score on either
the IRI passage or the reading passages in a standardized reading test
would be at least seventy-five percent (Froese, 1975; Kender, 1968; Johns,
1981; Sipay, 1964).

This is considered to be the independent level of

passage comprehension.

Below sixty percent passage comprehension is the

frustration level of reading.

The instruction level of reading passage

comprehension falls between sixty-one and seventy-four percent.

A score

between seventy-nine and eighty-nine percent on the word recognition
tests would indicate the instructional reading level.

The word recognition tests alone can provide information to place
students in reading materials that are neither too hard nor too simple.
A word recognition test developed with adult vocabulary could be the
answer to the problem of testing adults accurately without causing
undue test anxiety which can inhibit their performance.
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WORD RECOGNITION TESTS
Word Recognition tests are widely used at the beginning of the
reading diagnostic process, especially with the IRI.

constructed from word lists.

These tests are

Word lists have been used to assess a

variety of reading skills for at least sixty years.
Word lists are constructed either by compiling a list of common
words or creating a list based on frequency of occurrence.

Word lists

for word recognition tests based on common words are generated from
vocabulary included in elementary reading materials such as basal readers and the spoken language of primary-aged children.

The list in-

cludes words from specialized content areas as well as from regions of
the country (Jacobs, 1967).

A large number of lists have been devel-

oped, but there is a great deal of commonality among them because the
2000 most common words have been identified and agreed upon (Harris
and Jacobson, 1973); Johns, 1972).

The lists of common words are not

only used for word recognition tests but also for readability formulae
such as the Dale-Chall and Spache, as well as the vocabulary included
in basal texts.

Dolch (1953) compiled the list of 220 common words

based on the research done in the 1930's and 1940's.

That list, in

turn, has been expanded and updated by other researchers (Johnson, 1971).
Word lists based on the frequency of occurrence were developed in
order to determine the difficulty of reading material and to control the
vocabulary in basal texts.

Nearly all the researchers who have worked

with vocabulary and readability cite Thorndike's Teacher's List of
30,000 Words.

The expanded list includes 5000 words recommended as adult

words (Thorndike and Lorge, 1944).

The original list was taken from

common reading materials in school books, the Bible, and the classics.
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This list was originally compiled during the 1920's.

The words were

ranked according to how frequently they appeared in the sources that
were cited.

Rinsland (1945) compiled a list of words taken from six

million words occurring in children's books and ranked them for frequency.

The Thorndike and Rinsland studies are the basis for the fre-

quency of occurrence ranking of words.

Other studies have updated

these words as vocabulary has changed in the last 40 years (Harris and
Jacobson, 1973; Johnson, 1971).

In the 1930's Horn (1939), Cuff (1930) and Hartman (1941) identified a difference between adult and children's vocabulary in research
that used college students as the adult population, but they did not
create an adult word list.

These researchers found a core of 4,000 -

5,000 frequently occurring adult words.

The primary difference between

adult words and children's words, they found, was that adult words
"stand for meaning and these meanings are related to experience, no
matter how lacking in system that experience may be" (Horn, p. 129).
Adults have more experiences than children and so could be expected to
have different and larger vocabularies.
In 1966 Mitzell created a list of adult words.

Her list, Functional

Reading Word List for Adults, was designed to be used in adult literacy
classes.

It eliminated archaic words and added words that had found

general use since Thorndike's list was published in the 1940's.

Mitzell

found that by comparing her 5,000 word list with that Thorndike list
that 33% of the words on her list were not on Thorndike's list.

Kucera and Francis published the adult list which ranks the most common 50,406 words found in one million running words (Kucera-Francis, 1967).
They found that of the 50,406 most commonly occurring words that 23,000
appeared only once and 7,000 words appeared two times in the one million
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running words, and the remaining 30,000 appeared more frequently.

They

too, found that there is a fairly well agreed upon number of common words.
A third category of word lists is the graded word list that has
been generated by combining the common word list, the frequency of
occurrence word lists, and readability formulas that count word length
and complexity of structure.

A grade level is assigned to each word.

Two of the most frequently used graded word lists are Dale and O'Rourke's
The Living Word and Taylor's Revised Core Vocabulary.

The graded word

lists are commonly used to match students with instructional materials
in grades 1-12 (Froese, 1974).

There has been a great deal of research which has attempted to
assign grade levels to words and equate these grade levels with the current word lists.

Harris and Jacobson found that only half of the words

in a sample of the Kucera-Francis list at frequencies corresponding to
upper sixth grade were quite common in elementary school reading materials, and they concluded that there are "substantial differences between
elementary school and adult vocabularies at about the upper sixth grade
level

.

.

." (Harris and Jacobson, 1973, p. 104).

Otto and Chester's Great Atlantic and Pacific Sight Word List is
composed of words found in materials at the third grade level.

Otto and

Chester's basic list of 500 words makes up 80% of the total words found
in printed materials, and 90% of the words on the list also have the

highest frequency in adult materials (Otto and Chester, 1972).

These

researchers felt that at the third grade level the basic core of words
for children and adults is similar.

Although the first studies with frequency of occurrence were done
using children's books, there is common agreement that a central core
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or words occurs in both adult and children's word lists. In an interesting
study of vocabulary, Shuey examined cultural aspects of word knowledge
and found that there is a slight difference in vocabulary because of geography, sex, intelligence and language environment, but the central core
of as great a number as 3,000 - 4,000 adult words is not greatly affected
by these differences (Shuey, 1967; Thorndike, 1940).
It appears that the major differences between adult's and children's
vocabularies, besides the breadth of adult's vocabulary because of life
experiences,are the words based on a child's or an adult's interests.
Children's reading material is about subjects of interest to young people,
and these materials are often written with a grade level controlled vocabulary.

They include words that are especially meaningful to children.

These words do not hold the same significance to adults.

Adult materials

do not have controlled vocabulary, except when they are written for a
special use such as adult developmental education reading courses or an
experimental use of controlled vocabulary on tax forms, and they consist
of a variety of subjects that are of interest to adults.. These topics
include current issues, religion, family problems, and biographies (Lyman,
1973) .

Word recognition tests developed from word lists are used as the
placement instrument either to determine the starting point for the
administration of an informal reading inventory or to place students
directly into suitable reading material.

As with other types of read-

ing tests, most word recognition tests are designed for children.
include children's words and features such as primary type.

They

The tests

require the child to analyze and pronounce the word aloud.

Examples of

this type of test are the Slosson, Schnoll, and Silvaroli.

Comprehension
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is determined when the child identifies a correct synonym or antonym for
the word.

The Botel is the most widely used test that assesses compre-

hension with word opposite tests; other tests require synonyms.
The assessment of comprehension from a word recognition test is
based on the concept that there is a positive correlation between vocabulary knowledge and reading comprehension.

Johnson (1978), Kirk (1967),

and Finn (1977) concur that the more words a reader recognizes, the greater the reader's comprehension of reading materials will be.

However,

none of the reading authorities equate reading comprehension with vocabulary size because reading is a complex process requiring the utilization
of many skills (Smith, 1973;

Goodman, 1969).

Identifying vocabulary words

is only one skill requisite for reading comprehension but word recognition appears to be a valid indicator of potential reading comprehension.
Perfetti and Hogaboam (1975) found that "Skilled comprehenders may
have mastered basic word recognition or decoding processes more successfully than have less skilled comprehenders" (p. 462), and concluded that
there is,a relationship between word recognition and reading comprehension.

However, Rinsky and DeFossard (1980) found that in ten percent

of cases students can be excellent word callers on an oral list and not
have comprehension.

Aaron found that word calling alone via an oral

word recognition test tended to overplace students.

Goodman (1960) and

Smith (1973) believe that word identification is not necessary for comprehension of individual words when the words are in contextual arrangement.

However, Pace (1976) found that the knowledge of individual words

is critical to extracting meaning from words in context.
In studies of vocabulary and reading comprehension, Russell (1954)

found that tests dealing with individual word scores were closely related
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to tests including words only in context.

In a study done with college

students, Hunt (1953) concluded that vocabulary and reading are related
to one another.

Context is most closely related to reading and vocabu-

lary because reading is a variety of skills that require more than the
correct identification of a word.

It appears that the reader's ability

to correctly identify a word is a first step, at least, in understanding
what is being read.

LaPray and Ross (1969) concluded a graded word list

can be used to determine a reading level.

The differences of opinion concerning the validity of using word
recognition tests to determine the level of reading comprehension lies in
the administration of word recognition tests.

Most word recognition

tests merely require word calling, or pronounciation, but "Implicit speech
is not necessary for word recognition" (Perfetti and Hogaboam, p. 472).
Perfetti and Hogaboam conclude that comprehension does include the identification of word meaning whereas comprehension is not often thought of as
being closely related to code breaking or decoding only.

Further, Hays

(1975) confirmed that high levels of word recognition did not necessarily
result in high comprehension scores.

The concensus appears to be that

word recognition test scores dependent on word calling alone are not
sufficient to place students at a reading comprehension level.

However, a word recognition test that includes comprehension skills,
such as applying a meaning to the word, rather than just pronouncing it,
could well be an effective placement instrument to determine a student's
instructional level of reading comprehension.

Two researchers have pub-

lished studies using word lists that are relevant

to the present study.

Both of the researchers used word lists to place students in reading
materials, and both concluded that word lists alone are sufficient test-
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ing for placement.

Froese (1975) and Aaron (1975) used word lists with sample populations of elementary school students.

Froese's work is important to the

study because he hypothesized that word recognition tests composed of
vocabulary on word lists could be used to accurately place students in
reading materials.

Froese compared the student's test scores on an IRI

(the Standard Reading Inventory) and the McCracken word list for 145
students in grades one through six.

His results can be generalized only

when using the McCracken list; however, using this word list, he successfully predicted a student's independent, instructional and frustration
levels for paragraph readings (Froese, 1975).

The purpose of Aaron's study was to find an effective, quicker means
of placing students in reading materials.

The administration of the full

IRI to each individual student takes too much time to administer, and a
standardized test places students at an inflated grade level so they are
working at the frustration level of reading.

Aaron administered the Otto

and Chester Great Atlantic and Pacific Word List to forty-five second and
third graders.

He used a modified cloze where the students inserted a

word from the word list into a sentence to indicate comprehension of the
word.

Seventy percent of the students' scores correlated highly with

their scores on an IRI and his study showed how twenty to twenty-five stu-

dents could be tested within approximately an hour and a half.

Aaron

felt that the word list could be a quick, effective placement instrument.
Aaron's research is pertinent to the present study because he combined the
use of the word recognition instrument and the cloze passage as has been
proposed in the present study, and he found that the two methods produced
valid results.
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There appears to be a need for more study of this question and for
the development of a word recognition test that utilizes comprehension.
The present study presents such an instrument.

THE CLOZE PROCEDURE
Cloze is another type of informal assessment used to determine an
adult's reading level.

The cloze procedure is used to measure a variety

of components in the reading process.

It is widely used because it

measures specific reading levels of a passage or the general reading
level as measured by standardized tests, or determines the amount of
learning that has taken place during the reading of a passage (Rankin,
1974) .

Taylor developed the basic cloze tests in 1953.

He devised a means

of measuring the difficulty of a reading passage and the student's comprehension of the passage by having the reader place missing words in the
text.

The accuracy of the replacement of the missing words indicated how

effectively the reader comprehended the passage.

Taylor (1953) found

that cloze scores ranked passages at the same readability level as the
Flesch and Dale-Chall formulas.

Taylor's study established the use of

the cloze for both the determination of the difficulty of the passage for
both comprehension measures and readability measures.

The present study is specifically concerned with the use of cloze
to determine a comprehension level.

The cloze test is a means of measur-

ing comprehension which is not reliant upon the construction of comprehension questions which might influence the comprehension scores.

The

cloze measures reading performance without the use of questions; the
scores are dependent only upon the reader's comprehension and the diffi-
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culty of the passage (Miller and Coleman, 1967).

Because the cloze procedure measures comprehension in a global
sense, it does not yield the kind of diagnostic information that many
other reading tests provide (Rankin, 1974).

Although cloze cannot be

used as a diagnostic reading test, it does effectively indicate a student's reading level. Rankin (1970, Bormuth (1967) and Weaver (1963) have
published studies comparing standardized test scores with scores on the
cloze.

These researchers found a correlation between standardized test

scores and cloze scores that could be generalized to all levels but grades
one and two (Children in grades one and two do not do extended paragraph
reading so are not included in most studies of cloze.). Cloze tests do,

correlate highly with standardized reading comprehension tests, so that
"Descriptively, the instrument may be viewed as an adequate reading
comprehension model" (Greene, 1968, p. 122; Tinzmann and Thompson, 1973).
Ranking (1970) cites research which indicates a substantial relationship between cloze test scores and the results of standardized reading
tests.

Rankin's studies indicated a .60 correlation between cloze and

comprehension scores on the Diagnostic Reading Test, Survey Section for
general reading comprehension and a higher correlation of .78 when
measuring specific comprehension on an article.

Jones and Pikulski

(1974) found that cloze gave more accurate information about a student's
reading than a standardized reading test score because it matched more
closely to the results of an informal reading inventory.

They found a

correlation of .70 - .80 on the IRI and cloze and a correlation of .30
when compared to a standardized score.

One debate over the use of cloze is how to determine what percentage of correct responses indicate a student's comprehension level at the
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independent, instructional and frustration level.
examined this question.

Many researchers have

Bormuth concluded that reading at the indepen-

dent level was indicated by a cloze score above fifty-seven percent, the
instructional level was forty-four to fifty-six percent correct insertions on the cloze, and the frustration level was below forty-four percent correct insertions.

He found that forty-four percent correct

responses on the cloze was equivalent to seventy-five percent on a
multiple choice test, and a score of forty-three percent was an acceptable score when the multiple choice test score was corrected for
guessing (1968).

The seventy-five percent score on a standardized read-

ing test is the lowest score at the instructional level.

Bormuth (1968)

has further indicated that it is easiest to determine the frustration
and independent level of reading with the cloze scores, and that the
student's instructional reading level was more difficult to determine
because of the wide spread of the scores at the instructional level.
Later Rankin and Culhane (1969) found that sixty-one percent and
above was the independent level score, forty-one percent to sixty percent the instructional level and forty percent or less was the frustration level.

Zintz (1975) found that fifty percent and above was the

independent level, forty to fifty percent was instructional and below
forty percent was the frustration level.

There is no concensus over

exact criteria of the cloze scores of the instructional level.
first investigations were done with children.

The

Later researchers repli-

cated the studies with adults (Peterson, 1972).

The cloze can be used for this determination since researchers
have generally concurred that the score below forty percent and
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above sixty percent indicate the lower and upper levels of comprehension
at the instructional level.

Since the present study is concerned with

the determination of the instruction level, the range of scores for the
independent and frustration levels is not as important.

Cloze scores

can be used to determine the student's instructional level.

To establish levels, a passage of standard length was used.

In

his classic work "Optimum Sample Size and Cloze Test Length in Readability Measurement," Bormuth (1965) determined that the formula for
constructing a cloze passage test was to use a 250 word passage, delete
Fifty items creates

every fifth word, thus creating a fifty item test.

a test of sufficient length so that individual items are not too
Others have

heavily weighted as they would be on a shorter test.

concurred that a minimum of 250 words was needed for reliability (Green,
1968; Rankin, 1970).

Cloze research has been done on passages varying

in length from 50 to 300 words.

Most researchers rely on Bormuth's

and Taylor's studies which required a 250 word sample.

Many researchers have tried deletion patterns of every third,
seventh, tenth or twelfth word, or deletions based on a table of random

numbers (Weaver, 1963).

The choice of the frequency of deletions

does not seem to affect the validity of the scores.

However, the pat-

tern of the deletions does make a difference (Greene, Weaver).
Two types of deletion patterns have been used:

structural, in

which every nth word in a passage is deleted, and lexical, in which
every nth noun or main verb is deleted.

Structural deletions

correlate significantly more highly with vocabulary and reading
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comprehension sections of the Diagnostic Reading Tests than do
lexical deletions, Weaver found.

He further wrote that lexical dele-

tions correspond highly with story comprehension (Weaver, 1963).
Weaver and Rankin cite research which deletes only nouns and verbs.
This type of deletion pattern appears to distort the passage so that
a true picture of reading comprehension does not appear.
deletion randomly samples all types of language structure.

Every nth
This

measures structural comprehension which is the interrelationship
between idea (Rankin, 1970).

Rankin recommends that if the dele-

tions occur in a predetermined sequence, the responses are interrelated so that success or failure in predicting one word may influence
subsequent success or failure in predicting other words.

This

creates a test with higher internal validity.

There has been a great deal written about how to score the cloze.
Taylor originally used exact word replacement of the deleted word as
a correct response for scoring the cloze.

Taylor used this method

because exact word replacement was used to control the vocabulary of
the passage and its readability.

"I compared scores by exact match

and scoring by synonyms and found that it made no difference in
relative score," Taylor told a group of reading specialists (Greene,
p. 123, 1968).

Bormuth (1966), (1971), and Coleman and Miller (1967)

concurred that accepting cloze substitutes did not significantly
affect the results obtained.

However, in 1970, Rankin recommended

accepting only exact replacements as the correct responses in order
to confirm passage comprehension.

This controversy of using exact replacement or synonyms appears
to be based on the difficulty of determining what is an appropriate
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synonym, and the additional time it takes to score the cloze.

However,

there is general agreement that the use of a correct synonym does
indicate comprehension of the passage, and scoring synonyms does not
increase the validities of the scores because "Linguistic variables

which influence comprehension of readers at one level of reading
ability have an almost identical influence upon readers at other
levels of ability" (Bormuth, p. 23, 1966).

This statement general-

izes the results of the Bormuth study to other readers such as
adults who were not included in his sample population.

The advantage of using synonym cloze according to Greene is that
"Synonym cloze is probably measuring the reader's full language

competence, such that to the extent that the language of the passage
(semantics, structure, and style)

pose no difficulty for him, he is

free to understand the passage.

." (Greene, p. 122, 1968).

.

Miller

and Coleman (1967) concur that synonyms are acceptable because the
student "Certainly knows something about the passage if he can

insert a synonym or even give the correct word class" (p. 853).

It

seemed only reasonable to them that some credit be given for such
responses.

It appears that using cloze with adults who have wider vocabularies
and more experience than children, that synonyms are acceptable
measures of determining the reading comprehension.
research with cloze was done with children.

Most of the early

However, Rankin (1974)

and Weaver (1963) determined that cloze is a process applicable to
measure adult reading.

Rankin (1974) has indicated that the reliability and validity
of cloze tests administered before the student reads an article, are
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low for individuals with above average anxiety.

And Carstens and

McKeag (1975) found some difficulties using cloze because students
experienced frustration at not being able to fill in all the blank
spaces.

Since adults, especially disadvantaged adults, do have high

test anxiety, special considerations must be made in the administration of the cloze.

Students need to be told in advance that their

scores will be low and that a fifty percent score indicates comprehension of the material.

Furthermore, Tinzmann and Thompson (1973)

suggested that a practice test first be given to students to familiarize
them with the cloze procedures.

Despite Rankin's reservations,

Peterson and Carroll (1974) found that the cloze can be used effectively
to measure the reading level of disabled readers.

Rozenkranze (1978)

found that cloze could estimate the reading level of adult basic
education and high school equivalency students and that they responded
positively to the procedures.

Mollach (1972) used cloze with community

college freshmen and found cloze to be an effective means of assessing
reading, but he did not include disadvantaged students in his study.
The present study proposes that adults can be assessed accurately
with a cloze and that a cloze score correlates positively with a score
on a word recognition test.

In 1968 Bormuth mentioned that he found

no previous studies comparing word recognition and cloze tests.

The

study he did in 1968 led him to believe that word recognition and
cloze scores are not comparable.

Bormuth drew this conclusion

because he gave the word recognition tests, not as a comprehension
test, but as an oral, word calling test, and then he tried to compare
the results to a silent reading passage completion test.

There has

been one other study by Aaron (1975) who compared word recognition
test scores and cloze scores and found a positive correlation
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between the two.

There have been no replications of Aaron's or

Bormuth's studies, and none which used adults as the present study
proposes.

A survey of the literature in this area of study reveals that the
authorities in adult reading recognize serious drawbacks in the
current system of assessing adult's reading levels with instruments
that have been designed for children; and furthermore, these authorities

recommend that adult oriented instruments be designed.
The informal reading inventory contains a subtest, the word
recognition test, which the researchers in reading feel could be

utilized by itself as an effective placement test.

There are a

large number of word recognition lists and tests available.

Currently,

there are lists of adult words, but there are no word recognition
tests designed specifically for adults.

An added dimension to the

word recognition test is the assessment of meaning through the
identification of a synonym or antonym which can give added strength
to the word recognition test score as a predictor of a reading level.
A great deal of research has been done with the cloze procedure.
Although the authorities differ on some of the uses of the instrument
and its construction, none of the differences affect the authorities'
conclusion that the cloze procedures is an effective means of assessing
a student's reading comprehension.

"An untimed instrument designed with adult vocabulary that does
not require prolonged testing is what is needed for use with the disadvantaged adult in developmental education programs.
study

offers

such an alternative.

The present
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of placing
adults in curriculum materials based on scores from a specifically designed word opposite reading test.

The population sampled in this study were students enrolled in
developmental education programs at Linn-Benton Community College,
Chemeketa Community College and Portland Community College.

These col-

leges were selected because they included students from rural and urban
areas, who were Caucasian, Black, and Chicano.

The population were

enrolled in either an ABE, GED, AHSD, or a developmental studies English
or reading class.

The population ranged in age from fifteen to seventy-two and included adult students of all ages.

Men and women were included in the

sample as they occurred in the population of the program.

Only native-

born speakers of English were included in the study since the instrument
used was designed with frequency of occurrence in English of vocabulary
words.

Limited exposure to English would give an inaccurate assessment

score.

A minimum of fifty persons from each of the three colleges were included in the sample population.

Those students actually included in

the study were determined by two factors:

1.

that the student was in

attendance at the college on the day the data were begin collected, and
2.

that the student was enrolled in the class where data were being

gathered.

The classes were selected at random by the division directors

at the three colleges based on the scheduled time of the class, the class
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enrollment and the approval of the instructor to allow the researcher
into the classroom.

Each population was examined separately and the

similarities and differences among them were examined.
The six steps completed in the study were:
1.

A word opposite reading placement instrument derived from a

list of progressively difficult words based on the frequency of occurrence in adult word lists was designed.
2.

A reading comprehension exercise based on the cloze procedure

to examine the appropriateness of the placement level of a word opposite
reading placement instrument was developed from the passages used in the
1967 Miller and Coleman study.
3.

A representative sample from three Oregon community college

developmental education programs was selected.
4.

The WOPI and the cloze was administered to the members of the

sample population.
5.

The effectiveness of the Word Opposite Placement Instrument in

placing adults in reading materials they can comprehend was examined.
6.

Some recommendations based on the implications of placing adults

in reading materials with informal reading assessments were made.

PROCEDURES
The data were collected in the following manner:
gather data was gained from each of the three colleges.

Permission to

The data were

collected between October 15, 1981, and November 25, 1981.

The researcher collected all the data by visiting the classrooms
necessary to collect the data from fifty students at each community college.

A script was used [See appendix F] to insure standard directions
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were given.

The researcher oriented the students to the project and told

them how to participate.
pated in the study.

All students present in the classroom partici-

So that all students felt a part of an important

activity, data were collected from all students.

However, data collected

from those students who were identified as non-native born speakers by
the classroom teacher were not included when the results of the study
was tabulated.

This was done because authorities in adult education

(Kidd, Knowles) recommend that an adult's sense of self worth be consi-

dered foremost; exclusion from an activity could be a negative experience for some adults.

The word test was not used during the collection sessions.

The

WOPI and cloze passages were referred to as instruments and assessments
rather than as tests, since authorities in the field have concluded that
disadvantaged adults have high test anxiety, and this anxiety can skew
the test results.

The WOPI was given to the students and the directions read to them
orally.

As the students completed the WOPI, it was scored visually by

the researcher.

No marks of the numbers correct or incorrect were made

on the student's paper in order to prevent a testing atmosphere from
developing.

The explanation of the cloze procedure was given first.

The

cloze process is most likely to be an unfamiliar task to most students,
and a careful explanation with a practice session is recommended by
Rinsky and Carston.
complete.

Two cloze passages were given to each student to

As students completed the doze, they were asked to fill out

a data sheet of demographic information [See appendix G].
activities were timed.

None of the

The process of data collection lasted approxi-

mately forty-five minutes.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSTRUMENTS
Two instruments were used in this study.
word list.

The first one was a

Nearly all the diagnostic instruments currently used with

adults include word lists or a word synonym test to assess word recognition levels which include both word meaning knowledge and word analysis
skills.

Word lists can be very functional, and many are available.

Word tests can be used for various purposes: to test a
pupil's acquisition of a basic stock of sight words; to
get a quick, tentative measure of his independent and
instructional reading level; to provide reading material
in which he can succeed until more adequate data concerning
his reading achievement are obtained; and to estimate the
starting point in the administration of an informal reading inventory.
(Austin et al, p. 9, 1961)

The Botel Reading Inventory is unique because it contains a sight word
test, a synonym test and a word opposite test, the latter to assess reading comprehension (Botel, 1970).

The Botel Reading Inventory, word op-

posites subtest was the model for the instrument used in this study.
The Botel, although designed to be used with children, is used in
a number of community college developmental education programs because
it assesses a wide range of reading levels from preprimer to grade
twelve.

Despite its wide use, there are many problems inherent in the

construction of the Botel Word Opposite Test.

An item analysis of the

words on this subtest (1966 and 1970 editions) revealed that the test
items are not at the grade level they are reported to be
dix H]

[See appen-

Furthermore, the words on the word list were selected from the

Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary (Dolch, 1953) and the Buck`s County Word
List (Botel, 1963) which are lists derived from vocabulary in basal
tests.

The inaccuracy of the word level and the narrow source of words
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on the tests suggests that there is a need for a more accurate instrument to be used with adults.

A test that is composed of adult words would be a more accurate
instrument to use with adults.

There are currently no such tests; how-

ever, there is a need for means of placing adults in reading materials
because many of the materials published for adult disadvantaged readers
are written at a specific grade level.

Students must be accurately

placed in these materials at their instructional reading level.
Another need for a new instrument is that adults have varied backgrounds and experiences, and basal-based vocabulary tests are not a

satisfactory means to determine the adults reading vocabulary.

Words

do have a frequency of occurrence in English, and an adult will be more
likely to see a higher-frequency word than a lower-frequency word in
everyday reading tasks.

Therefore, lists compiled from frequency of

occurrence potentially reflect an adult's vocabulary.

This was the

premise used to develop the instrument that was used in this study.
The word Opposite Placement Instrument (WOPI) is a placement instrument developed from hierarchal and frequency of occurrence lists.
appendix B]

[See

Each word choice on the instrument was drawn from the cor-

pus of word lists in use today by the researcher.

The words were

selected from Taylor's Revised Core Vocabulary and from a compilation
of Harris-Jacobson, Dale-Chall, Patterson, Dolch, Spache and Fry word
lists which rank words according to grade level.

Two hundred words were

randomly selected from the graded word lists by the researcher.

The

word choices were narrowed to five per grade level using the criteria
of an appearance of a word opposite at the correct grade level.

The
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final sixty words were checked for appearance in the frequency lists.
[See appendix C]

These words were located on at least two of the following lists
developed on frequency of occurrence in adult reading material:

The Mitzell Functional Word Reading List for Adults developed in
1967.

The Kucera-Francis Computational Analysis of Present-Day American
English published in 1967.

The Thorndike-Lorge Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 Words published
in 1944.

There are five stem words at each grade level, levels one through
twelve.

Each of the sixty words has four word choices, one of which is

the opposite or nearly the opposite in meaning.

Each of these 240

words is at the same grade level as the appropriate stem word.

PILOT STUDY

A pilot study, involving approximately 300 students, was completed
as the first step in the development of the WOPI.

During the pilot study

the instructions for the administration of the instrument were found to
be easy to read and to understand.

The physical format was also found

to be easy to read and nonstressful because it resembled a vocabulary
worksheet rather than a reading test.

On the average, it took students ten minutes to complete the items
on the WOPI until they reached a level where they were guessing at the
meaning of the words.

In only about ten percent of the cases did the

student stop working before he/she had missed any items.

In nearly

every case, the student who had stopped working prematurely missed two
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or more items at the next level of word difficulty, indicating that the
majority of the adults worked only to their frustration level.

The stu-

dents who attempted all sixty items, or worked levels two grades or more
past their frustration level tended to be students under twenty-one
years
old who had been out of school only a few years.

This perseverance to

task might be attributed to the student's recent exposure to testing
situations in the high school.

During the pilot study, the instrument was administered to nonnative born speakers of English.

However, the results were so inconclu-

sive that interpretation of reading level was impossible.

For this reason

as well as the construction premise that the word choices are based on
frequency of occurrence, ESL students were not included in the present
study.

Approximately forty percent of the students reached the frustration
level at the ninth grade words.

Because a large number of students were

frustrated at this level, the ninth grade words appeared suspect.
of the five choices were changed.

Four

Nevertheless, further pilot testing

resulted in approximately forty percent of the students reaching the
frustration level on the ninth grade words.

These results did not appear

to be a weakness of the instrument because they correlated with results
of standardized tests given to portions of the same population at LinnBenton and Chemeketa Community Colleges.

Students in developmental edu-

cation classes have been administered the RFU, (Reading for Understanding
pretest) Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test, Level III, and the Nelson

Denny Reading Test and approximately thirty-five percent of this population received scores that indicated that grade nine was their frustration level.
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Less than five percent of the pilot population placed in grade level
one, two, or three.

These data caused concern regarding the reliability

of the test items at these levels.

However, because the pilot study was

conducted with a large population of similar composition as the sample
population in this study and typical of the population for whom the
instrument was designed to be used, it might be assumed that the instrument can measure reading levels for the current population of developmental education students in Oregon.

Less than twelve percent of the

population scored at the upper levels of the instrument, grades 10-12.
Again, these scores from the pilot study could reflect the makeup of
the developmental education population.

Changes in the WOPI were made three times during the pilot study.
The list of stems and choices that were changed included fifteen items.
These items were altered when they were frequently missed, confused or
unsuitable, and they were replaced with other word-opposite combinations
at the correct grade levels which also occurred on the frequency lists.
[See appendix D]

The second instrument used in this study was developed from the
cloze procedure.
comprehension.

The cloze procedure is a method of testing reading
The cloze is the completion of a sentence or concept by

filling in the gaps in the syntactic structure of the selected passage
at a specific grade level.

A consistent number of words are deleted

from the passage at regular intervals in all but the first and last
sentences of the passage.

The reader uses semantic and syntactic clues

to choose the most appropriate response.

The passages from Miller

and Coleman's Thirty Six Passages Calibrated for Complexity (1967) were
used to construct the cloze passages.
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The Flesch (1949) and Fry (1977) readability formulas were applied
to the thirty-six passages in order to determine the grade level of
the passages which had already been ranked in difficulty by Miller and
Coleman.

The Flesch formula was selected because Miller and Coleman

used it in their study of the passages.

The Fry was used because it

allowed for a computation of a wide range of grade levels.

For most of

the passages the grade levels as determined by the two formulas coincided.

In all other passages, the two formulas placed the passages

apart not more than one grade level.

The Fry score was selected when

there was a choice of two grade levels because the Fry,is the formula
widely used by the publishers of adult materials such as Jamestown and
Steck-Vaughn.

The cloze passages were constructed by the researcher.

Two of the

150 word passages at each grade level were selected and every fifth
word was deleted from the passage.
was left intact.
passage.

The first sentence in each passage

There was an average of twenty-six deletions per

[See appendix El

Two 150 word passages were used in the study to approximate the
minimum sample size of 250 words that Bormuth (1965) and Rankin (1974)
and others found is the appropriate length for cloze tests.

Miller and Coleman selected thirty-four passages from the McCallCrabbs Standard Reading Lesson and psychology textbooks and calibrated
them for complexity to determine their readability.

Miller and Coleman

examined the placement of words within the cloze and confirmed the complexity of the passages.

The determination of the readability completed

with the cloze was verified with the Flesch and Dale-Chall Readability
formulas.

The authors ranked the passages for complexity in the same
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order as the two formulas.

The study results correlated highly with

cloze studies conducted by other researchers.

In 1969, Aquino dupli-

cated Miller and Coleman's work and validated the ranking of the passages.

He further determined that the cloze procedure is a suitable rank-

ing device for ascertaining passage difficulty.

Miller and Coleman constructed three types of cloze tests taken
from the materials that increased in difficulty from third grade through
seventeenth grade.
ing manner.

Three types of cloze were constructed in the follow-

Type one:

five tests were constructed for each passage.

Every fifth word was deleted beginning with the first word for the first
test, the second word for the second test, and so on.

the

Type two:

word constraint was determined in the second type of test by constructing 150 versions of each passage and deleting only one word from each
passage; that is, the student could use words on each side of the deletions to determine the meaning of the deleted word.

Type three:

lateral constraint was determined with the third type of cloze.

UniThe

entire passage was covered and the student guessed one word at a time
using only the previously uncovered words to determine the next word.
Test one, two and three ranked the passages in the same order of
difficulty and provided information about sequential constraint.

There

was considerable sequential constraint between words within sentences,
but there was apparently little constraint of words between sentences.
The three test forms correlated at the .93 level with a Pearson r.
This finding was one of the first studies that looked at the influence
of the words as well as the influence of the sentence on the student's
responses as he/she completed a cloze.

Test one correlated .99 with

standardized reading test scores (Miller and Coleman, 1967).
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The passages from the Miller and Coleman study were selected to be
used in this study for four reasons.
1.

The study was conducted with adults.

Four hundred seventy-nine

college students took part in the Miller and Coleman study.
2.

The passages were written at the suitable grade levels.

3.

The passages were free of any copyright constraint.

4.

The study verified the use of cloze as an effective means of

assessing passage difficulty.
The hypothesis that were examined in this study were:
1.

There is no significant difference between the score on the

WOPI and the cloze passage.
2.

There is no significant relationship among students' scores from

any community college program.
3.

There is no significant relationship between ABE/GED/AHSD

students' scores and the scores of students in developmental/learning
centers.
4.

There is no significant relationship between scores of students

with various levels of attained formal education.
5.

There is no significant age effect.

6.

There is no significant sex effect.

7.

There is no geographic origin effect.

8.

There is no significant difference between scoring the cloze

with exact replacement and synonyms.

The collected data and the Word Opposite Placement Instrument were
evaluated in three ways.
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1.

The instrument was verified for content validity based on

the appropriateness of the words which were drawn from the corpus of
word studies with adults.
2.

Chi Square was applied to the collected data to determine if

there was a relationship between the scores and the various factors.
3.

The relationship and interaction of the scores on the tests

from the sample population was examined with a two-way Analysis of
Variance.

The scores from the WOPI and the cloze were used to standardize the
WOPI.

The standardization process consisted of three parts.
1.

Establishing norms.

Enough students were tested so that a

normal distribution can be assumed.

The frequency distribution of the

scores was examined with Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test.
2.

Content Validity.

This was verified by the choice of the

words on the instrument which appeared on other lists recognized by
authoritites in the field.
3.

Reliability.

The cloze was used to determine the reliability

of the WOPI when the scores were analyzed for relationship between the
two instruments.

This study determined the accuracy of placing adults in reading
materials based on scores from an instrument developed by the researcher.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
This chapter is devoted to the presentation of the statistical analysis of that data.

Tables accompanying analyses of the data are pre-

sented according to each hypothesis.

The central purpose of this study was to determine the accuracy of
placing adults in reading materials based on scores from a specifically
designed word-opposite reading test.

The study examined the relation-

ship of scores obtained on a word-opposite test and cloze passages,
and the variability of scores between students enrolled in selected
programs and community colleges.

The effects of age, sex, years of for-

mal education, and geographic origin were also analyzed.

The scores

obtained on a cloze test with acceptable synonyms was analyzed.
The analysis, of the data consisted of four procedures.

A chi

square test for goodness of fit was used to determine whether there was
a significant difference between the cloze score and each of the independent variables.

Scatter plots were computed to determine if a posi-

tive relationship among the data existed; and a two way analysis of
variance was applied to the cloze scores and'synonym cloze scores to

determine if a significance of relationship existed.

Frequency dis-

tributions were generated to illustrate the spread of the cloze scores
for specific variables of range.

Presentation of the Results
Hypothesis One:

There is no significant difference between scores on
the WOPI and the scores on the cloze passage.

The first hypothesis was tested by examining the WOPI and cloze
scores.

The student's score on the WOPI determined the grade level of
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reading for the purpose of placement in the appropriate doze passage.
The data were analyzed based on scores obtained on the doze passage.
No significant difference between the two scores indicated that a student would perform within the instructional range on the level of doze

passages as indicated by the score obtained on the WOPI.

If 40-50% cor-

rect insertions were obtained on the doze passage, then the WOPI had

accurately predicted the placement level for the adult student's reading.
The scores were tallied on a frequency distribution in two ways:
the first distribution was done for scores within the range; the second
was done to all the scores.
had a median score of 47.

The frequency distribution of the scores
Fifty-one of the total of one hundred and

thirty-one scores fell within the range of 40-57 percent on the doze
passage.

This was 38.9% of the sample population.

Eight students (61.1%)

had doze scores that fell outside the range.
The frequency distribution of all the scores between 17-75 indicated
that the median score was 47.

Seventeen students (39%) scored above the

range and sixty-four students (61%) scored below the range.

The results indicated that there was a significant difference be-

tween the WOPI and doze scores.

Therefore hypothesis one was rejected.

Table I illustrates the distribution of the doze scores.
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Table I: CLOZE SCORES IN THE RANGE
OF 40-57 FOR THE TOTAL POPULATION

Code

Absolute
Freq

Relative
Freq

Adjusted
Freq

Cum
Freq

(Pct)

(Pct)

(Pct)

40

3

2.3

5.9

5.9

42

5

3.8

9.8

15.7

43

3

2.3

5.9

21.6

44

3

2.3

5.9

27.5

45

3

2.3

5.9

33.3

46

4

3.1

7.8

41.2

47

5

3.8

9.8

51.0

48

3

2.3

5.9

56.9

49

2

1.5

3.9

60.8

50

5

3.8

9.8

70.6

51

4

3.1

7.8

78.4

52

2

1.5

3.9

82.4

53

2

1.5

3.9

86.3

54

1

.8

2.0

88.2

55

3

2.3

5.9

94.1

56

1

.8

2.0

96.1

57

2

1.5

3.9

100.0

80

61.1

131

100.0

Out of
Range
TOTAL

Discussion

Farr (1970) and Pace and Golinkoff (1976) found a lack of discriminate validity for vocabulary subtests in reading tests.

Reading

comprehension is therefore based to a large extent on vocabulary know-
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ledge.

This concept was the basis for Hypothesis One.

The analysis of the

data indicated that the word-opposite placement instrument used in this
study may measure reading comprehension.

It did not predict reading

levels for the majority of the students due to the fact there was a
significant difference between the WOPI and Cloze scores.
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Hypothesis Two:

There is no significant relationship among student's
scores from any community college.

The total sample population was 158 students.

After the deletion of English as a second language students and
those students whose demographic information, WOPI or cloze were incomplete, the adjusted sample population was 131 students.

Forty-four were

from Linn-Benton Community College; forty-four were from Chemeketa Community College; and forty-three were from Portland Community College.
Twenty-three (52.3%) of the LBCC students scored outside the range
and twenty-one (47.7%) scored within the range.

Twenty-six (59.1%) of the students from Chemeketa scored outside the
range, eighteen (40.9%) scored within the range.

Thirty-one (72.1%) of the Portland Community College students scored
outside the range and twelve (27.9%) of the students scored within the
range.

The chi square statistic was used to test the relationship between
the college of attendance and the cloze scores.
3.70240 with two degrees of freedom.

The raw chi square was

The significance level was .1570.

There was no significant relationship between college of attendance and
cloze scores.

Hypothesis Two was retained.

Table II illustrates the population makeup and the cloze scores of
the students at the three colleges.
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TABLE II: CLOZE SCORES OF THE STUDENTS AT
LINN-BENTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE, CHEMEKETA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE, AND PORTLAND COMMUNITY COLTAGE

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct
Tot Pct

College
LBCC

CHEM

1

PCC

2

3

0

23

26

31

32.5
59.1
19.8

38.7
72.1
23.7

1

28.8
52.3
17.6
21
41.2
47.7
16.0

Not 40
to 57

40 to 57

COLUMN
TOTAL

44

33.6

RAW CHI SQUARE = 3.702.40 with

2

ROW
TOTAL
80
61.1

18

12

51

35.3
40.9
13.7
44
33.6

23.5
27.9
9.2

38.9

43

131

32.8

100.0

DEGRESS OF FREEDOM.

SIGNIFICANCE = .15

Discussion

The three community colleges examined in this study enroll students
from different ethnic groups and demographic areas.

Newman (1980) and

Brown (1970) described populations of adult disabled readers that demonstrated a wide variety of students enrolled in different types of programs.

Hypothesis Two was based on the research that suggests that different populations enrolled in reading programs perform differently on
reading tests.

The analysis of the data indicated that the students included in
this study did not score significantly different due to the college
they attended.
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Hypothesis Three:

There is no significant relationship between adult
basic education, general education development and
adult high school diploma students' scores and the
scores of the students in developmental education
learning centers.

This hypothesis was tested by comparing those students whose scores
fell within and outside the range and the program in which they
were enrolled.

The students in developmental education learning center programs

had generally completed high school, the students in the other programs
had not.

Ninety-four (71.8%) of the students were enrolled in developmental
education learning center reading or writing classes.

Fifty-six of

these students (59.6%) scored outside the range on the cloze scores
and thirty-eight (40.4%) scored within the range.
Twenty-three (17.6%) of the students were enrolled in GED.

Four-

teen (60.9%) scored outside the range; nine (39.1%) scored within the
range.

Four students (3.1%) were enrolled as ABE students, three (75%) of
them scored outside the range; one (25%) scored within the range.

Ten students (7.6%) were enrolled as AHSD students.

Seven (70%)

scored outside the range on the cloze; three (30%) scored within the
range.

The chi square statistic was used to test the relationship between
college program enrollment and cloze scores.
.75071 with three degrees of freedom.

The raw chi square was

The significance level was .8612..

There was no significant relationship between program in which the student was enrolled and the cloze scores.

Hypothesis Three was retained.

Table III illustrates the program enrollment and cloze scores.
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Table III: THE CLOZE SCORES OF STUDENTS ENROLLED IN DEVELOPMENTAL
CENTER CLASSES, GENERAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CLASSES, ADULT BASIC
EDUCATION CLASSES AND ADULT HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA CLASSES

Count
Row Pct
Col Pct
Tot Pct
0

Not 40
to 57
1

40 to
57

COLUMN
TOTAL

PROGRAM
DEV ED

GED

ABE

AHSD
4

1

2

3

56

14

3

7

70.0
59.6
42.7

17.5
60.9
10.7

3.7
75.0
2.3

8.8
70.0
5.3

38

9

1

3

74.5
40.4
29.0
94
71.8

17.6
39.1
6.9

2.0
25.0

5.9
30.0
2.3
10
7.6

.8

23

4

17.6

3.1

RAW CHI SQUARE = .75071 with 3 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.

ROW
TOTAL
80
61.1

51
38.9

131

100.0

SIGNIFICANCE = .86

Discussion

Roueche (1979), Kidd (1959), Knowles (1973), and Newman (1980)
describe the population of adult learners.

The literature generally

discusses the developmental education learning center students and the
adult basic education program students as two separate populations.
This division is further delineated by the professionals in the field
who belong to different professional organizations and subscribe to
separate journals (i.e. Lifelong Learning and Developmental Education)
that deal with the two populations.

Funding at both the national and

state levels also causes a division between the two student populations.
In Oregon, the majority of the community colleges have separate programs,
personnel and materials for the two populations.

The data collected in this study did not reflect a difference
between students based on their reading scores.

There was no significant

difference among student's scores based on program enrollment.
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Hypothesis FOur:

There is no significant relationship between the scores
of students with various levels of attained formal education.

The data were divided into ten categories, grade three through grade
twelve.

There were no students who had completed formal education below

grade seven.

This reduced the categories to six.

The hypothesis was tested by comparing the cloze scores of the students and their attained level of formal education.

The three students

who had completed the sixth grade did not fall into the cloze range.
One of the students who had grade eight fell within the range, one did
not.

Of the eleven students who completed ninth grade, five (45.5%) fell
outside the range, six (54.5%) fell within the range.
Twelve students (63.3%) who had completed tenth grade fell outside
the cloze range, seven (36.8%) fell within the range.

Fifteen students indicated that they had completed eleventh grade.
Ten (66.7%) scored outside the range, five (33.3%) scored within the
range.

Eighty-one students had completed the twelfth grade.

Thirty-one

(62%) of them scored outside the cloze range of 40-57% and nineteen (38%)
of those students scored within the range.

The chi square statistic was used to test the relationship between
cloze scores and years of formal education attained.
was 3.38742 with five degrees of freedom.
.6405.

The raw chi square

The significance level was

There was no relationship between the years of education attained

and the cloze scores.

The hypothesis was retained.

Table IV presents the arrangement of student's level of attained
education and cloze scores.
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Table IV: THE CLOZE SCORES OF STUDENTS WHO INDICATED
SPECIFIC GRADE LEVELS OF ATTAINED FORMAL EDUCATION

GRADE

COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT

ROW
TOTAL
6

8

10

0

3

1

5

12

11
10

12
49

Not 40
to 57

3.7
100.0
2.3

1.2
50.0

6.3
45.5
3.8

15.0
63.2
9.2

12.5
66.7
7.6

61.2
60.5
37.4

1

0
0
0
0

40 to 57

COLUMN
TOTAL

9

.8

80
61.1

1

6

7

5

32

51

2.0
50.0

11.8
54.5
4.6

13.7
36.8
5.3

9.8
33.3
3.8

62.7
39.5
24.4

38.9

11
8.4

19

15

81

14.5

11.5

61.8

131
100.0

.8

3

2

2.3

1.5

RAW CHI SQUARE = 3.38742 with 5 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.

SIGNIFICANCE = .640

Discussion

The years of formal education attained have been the basis for students selecting either Developmental Education Learning Center or Adult
Basic Education/GED/Adult High School Diploma classes.

It has been

assumed that students who have not attained a particular grade level in
school have not mastered skills taught at the higher grade levels.
The data gathered in this study do not support the precept that a
student's reading level is based solely on the number of years of attained
formal education.
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Hypothesis Five:

There is no significant age effect.

This hypothesis was tested by examining the ages of the sample population and their cloze scores.

The population was divided into ten cate-

gories ranging from age 15 to age 72+.

The largest number of students,

forty-two (32%) were in the 19-21 age category.
was between the ages of 15-18.

The next largest group

There were thirty students (23%) in the

15-18 group and twenty-four (57%) had doze scores outside the range
and eighteen (42.9%) had scores within the range.

For the students

between the ages of 19-21, thirty (75%) scored outside the range and
ten (25%) scored within the range.

No age group had attained more

doze scores within the range than outside of it, although the age
group 26-30 had seven (50%) score within the range and seven (50%)
score outside the range.

The chi square statistic was used to test the relationship between

age and doze scores within and outside the range.
relationship was discerned.
degrees of freedom.

No significant

The raw chi square was 11.03700 with 8

The significance level was .1996.

Hypothesis

Five was retained.

Table V illustrates the age categories and the numbers of stu-

dents within and outside the doze score range.

Table V:

THE CLOZE SCORES OF STUDENTS AT SPECIFIC AGE LEVELS

AGE
COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
0

Not 40
to 57

15-18

19-21

22-25

26-30

31-36

37-45

46-50

51-60

1

2

3

4

5

8

7

5

10.0
47.1
6.1

8.8
50.0
5.3

6.3
83.3
3.8

3.7

0
0

8
2

10

30
37.5
75.0
22.9
10
19.6
25.0
7.6
40
30.5

6
3

7

24

1.2

50.0
2.3

0
0

2.5
66.7
1.5

100.0

9

7

1

3

2

1

0

51

17.6
52.9
6.9

13.7
50.0
5.3

2.0
16.7

5.9

3.9

100.0

.8

2.3

1.5

.8

0
0
0

38.9

50.0

2.0
33.3

17

14

6

6

2

3

1

13.0

10.7

4.6

4.6

1.5

2.3

.8

30.0
57.1
18.3
1

18

COLUMN
TOTAL

35.3
42.9
13.7
42
32.1

40-57

RAW CHI SQUARE = 11.03700 with 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM.

SIGNIFICANCE = .1996

72+

1

ROW
TOTAL
80
61.1

.8

131
100.0
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Discussion

The population included in this study was heavily weighted among
the ages of 15-21.
nificant.

This could cause the age effect to be even less sig-

However, the age of the student did not significantly affect

how he/she scored on the cloze passages.
The maturity of the student and his/her varied life experiences did
not contribute or diminish reading comprehension scores.
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Hypothesis Six:

There is no significant sex effect.

This hypothesis was tested by counting the number of males and
females in the sample population and comparing their cloze scores.

The

population consisted of seventy-six (58%) males and fifty-five (42%)
females.

Forty-four (55.7%) of the males and thirty-six (44.3%) of

the females fell outside the range.

Thirty-two (62.7%) of the males

and nineteen (37%) of the females fell within the cloze range.

Of the

total group, 61.1% of the population was outside the range and 38.9%
was within the range.

The chi square statistic was used to test the relationship between
the sex of the participant and the cloze score.
square was .37707 with one degree of freedom.
was .5392.
scores.

The corrected chi
The significance level

There was no significant relationship between sex and cloze

Hypothesis Six was retained.

Table VI illustrates the scores of the students divided by sex
and the range of the score.
Table VI:

THE CLOZE SCORES OF STUDENTS BASED ON SEX
SEX

COUNT
ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT
0

Not 40 to 57

1

40 to 57

COLUMN
TOTAL

MALE

FEMALE

ROW
TOTAL

1

2

44

34

47

55.7
57.9
33.8

44.3
64.8
26.9

60.8

32

19

62.7
42.1
24.6
76

37.3
35.2
14.6

51
39.2

58.

55
42.

100.0

CORRECTED CHI SQUARE = .37707 with 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE=.5392
RAW CHI SQUARE
= .63413 with 1 DEGREE OF FREEDOM. SIGNIFICANCE=.4258
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Discussion

Previous studies have indicated that generally more males than females enroll in developmental education classes (Bowen and Zintz, 1977;
Newman, 1980; Knowles, 1959).

Enrollment is often dependent on when

and where the classes are offered.

[i.e. the U.S. Military, large urban

centers, women's support groups]

The data collected in this study indicated that more males than females enrolled in the developmental education classes at the three colleges included in the study.

There was no significant sex effect be-

cause neither group scored higher on the cloze based on their sex alone.
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Hypothesis Seven:

There is no significant geographic origin effect.

The area of geographic origin was divided into nine categories:
Oregon, California, Washington, West, South, Midwest, East, Southeast
and Other.

A student was considered to be "other" if he/she indicated

that school attendance had been in more than one geographic category.
The hypothesis was tested by comparing cloze scores with student's
region of origin.

Eighty-seven (66.4%) of the students were from Oregon.

Fifty-two

(59.8%) of them scored outside the cloze range, thirty-five (40.2%)
scored within the range.

Fifteen (11.5%) of these students were from Other.

Thirteen (86.7%)

of them scored outside the range, two (13.3%) scored within the cloze
range.

Fourteen (10.7%) of the students were from California.

Six (42.9%)

scored outside the range, eight (57.1%) scored within the range.
Six (4.6%) of the students were from the Midwest.

Five (83.3%)

scored outside the range, one (16.7%) scored within the range.

Four (3.1%) of the students were from the West (outside of the West
Coast).

Three (75%) scored outside the range, two (25%) scored within

the range.

Two (1.5%) students were from Washington.
the range.

Both (100%) scored within

There was one student (.8%) from the South and one (.8%) from

the Southeast.

Both scored within the range.

One student (.8%) was from

the East, and that student scored outside the range.

The area of geographic origin, heavily weighted with Oregon students, compared with cloze scores was very nearly significant.
square statistic was used to test this relationship.

The chi

The raw chi square
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was 14.63842 with eight degrees of freedom and a significance level of
.0666.

The level of significance is .05.

Table VIIIillustrates the area of geographic origin and the cloze
scores.

(See page 68)

To further test this hypothesis because it was nearly significant,
two scatter plots of scores were generated.

plot of area of origin and cloze scores.

Table VII

is the scatter

It showed no positive rela-

tionship.

TABLE VII:

THE SCATTER PLOT OF CLOZE SCORES
BASED ON THE AREAS OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN

SCORE

OR

72.10

1

CA

WA

WEST

SOUTH

MID
WEST

EAST

OTHER

SE

1
1

1

2

60.50

1

1

1

5

1

6
5

46.00

7

2

6

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

1

2

8
7

1

2

1

1

31.50

1

2

7

4

6

1

3

2

2
3

17.00

1

4

1

1

1

2

1.000

2.920

5.000

6.920

Because some of the areas of geographic origin had few or no
population representatives, the categories were combined into four
categories:

Oregon, California, Washington; West, Midwest; South,

Southeast, East; Other.

8.840

TABLE VIII: THE CLOZE SCORES OF STUDENTS,
BASED ON AREA OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN

ROW PCT
COL PCT
TOT PCT

NOT 40 to 57

40 to 57

OR

CA

WA

52

6

65.0
59.8
39.7

7.5
42.9
4.6

0
0
0
0

WEST

SOUTH

3

0
0
0
0

3.7
75.0
2.3

MIDWEST

5

1

6.3
83.3
3.8

1.2
100.0

1

0
0
0
0

35

8

2

1

1

68.6
40.2
26.7

15.7
57.1
6.1

3.9
100.0
1.5

2.0
25.0

2.0
100.0

.8

.8

.8

4

EAST

2.0
16.7

.8

SE

OTHER

0
0
0
0

ROW
TOTAL

13

80

16.2
86.7
9.9

61.1

1

2

51

2.0
100.0

3.9
13.3
1.5

38.9

.8

COLUMN
TOTAL

87

14

2

4

1

6

1

1

15

66.4

131

10.7

1.5

3.1

.8

4.6

.8

.8

11.5

100.0

RAW CHI SQUARE

14.63842

with 8 DEGREES OF FREEDOM

SIGNIFICANCE = 0.666
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Table IX is the scatter plot for the combined areas of geographic
origin.

TABLE IX: THE SCATTER PLOT OF CLOZE SCORES
BASED ON COMBINED AREAS OF GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN

SCORE

OR,CA
WA

WEST
MIDWEST

SOUTH
SE,EAST

OTHER

72.10
1
2

1

2

60.50

1

1

1

5

1

6
5

46.00

9

1

9

1

2

1

2

1

4
4

1

1

1

5

8
8

31.50

7
7
5
2

4

17.00

2

1.000

1.720

2.500

3.220

3.940

ORIGIN

The scatter plots indicated that the data was unbalanced but proportional.

The relationship between are of origin and the cloze score

is not significant.

For the four regions of origin, the mean cloze scores were calculated.

The mean score for 103 students from Oregon, Washington and

California was 42.0.
Midwest was 44.3.

The mean score for 10 students from the West and

The mean score for the 3 students from the South,

Southeast and East was 53.
was 37.5.

The mean score for the 15 students in Other
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To further examine cloze scores and region of origin, the ANOVA
statistic was applied to the data.

The F ratio was used to test for

significance among the four regions of origin with respect to the cloze
scores.

The F ratio was 1.61975.

The tabular value for F was 3.06.

This was not a significant level and means that all origins are the
same with respect to the cloze scores.

Hypothesis seven was retained.

Discussion

Authorities in adult reading feel that many adults with deficient
reading skills have disrupted educational backgrounds (Newman, 1980).
The lack of systematic reading instruction causes students to fail to
master the basics of reading.

Students who had moved frequently while

attending school, could, thus, be expected to score less well on a
reading instrument.
The data analyzed in this study do not support this contention.

The

population was heavily weighted toward students who had lived in Oregon
all their lives, although the number of schools they had attended was
not ascertained.

The chi square statistic indicated that area of origin was very
nearly significant; therefore, further analysis of the data was done.
The scatter plots based on area of origin do not support the idea that
area of geographic origin influences performance on a reading comprehension instrument.

The students who had lived in more than one area

had lower mean scores on the cloze, but it was not significantly lower.
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Hypothesis Eight:

There is no significant difference between student's
scores on the doze and synonym doze.

The premise for this hypothesis that compared the doze score based
on exact replacement of the deleted word and the score based on an
acceptable synonym was based on the research that indicated adults have
more life experience, hence broader exposure to vocabulary than children.
Since the study was conducted with adults, it was appropriate to compare

the doze and synonym doze scores.
The hypothesis was tested with a two-way ANOVA to determine the
relationship between the two scores.

There was a significant differ-

ence between the two scores using the Student's T statistic.
degrees of freedom, the T value was -11.38.

With 130

The critical value of T

at the .05 level of significance for 130 degrees of freedom was 1.980.
Hypothesis Eight was rejected.
Table X is the ANOVA table.

TABLE X: THE ANOVA TABLE ILLUSTRATING
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN CLOZE SCORES AND SYNONYM CLOZE SCORES

VARIABLE

NUMBER
OF CASES

Cloze

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

STANDARD
ERROR

41.9084

12.285

1.073

49.8473

13.300

1.162

131

Synclz

(DIF)

MEAN

STAN
DEV

-7.9389 7.981

STAN
ERROR CORR.

2-TAIL
PROB.

.697

.000

.808

VALUE

DEGREES OF
FREEDOM

2-TAIL
PROB.

-11.38

130

.000

T
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Because there was significant difference between the cloze and the
synonym cloze scores, further analysis of the data was completed.

The

scatter plot (Table XI) illustrates the positive relationship between
the cloze scores and the synonym cloze scores.

The synonym scores

range between 20 and 77 and were analyzed with the cloze scores of
17-73.

The largest group of scores fall within the two means of 41.9

and 49.84.

TABLE XI:

THE SCATTER PLOT
OF
CLOZE SCORES AND SYNONYM CLOZE SCORES

SYNONYM
CLOZE
77.00

1
1

2

1

1

22

1

65.00

1

1

1

1

1

35.00

22

1

21
1

1

1

11 2

211

1 1
1 113 11111
111 1 112 31 21 11 1
1112 11 1 1
1
1 1 121
1
1
2 1111
2
1121

1

2

113
11

1
1

1
1

50.00

1
1 1

2

1

1

1

1

1 1
1

1

1

2

20.00
17.00

1 2

30.92

46.00

59.92

73.84

CLOZE

Because the knowledge of acceptable synonym is partially based on
breadth of vocabulary, and adults have been exposed to more vocabulary
than children, the data were analyzed to determine if the age of the
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participant affected the synonym cloze score.

Table XII is the dis-

tribution of the mean scores based on age, and the standard deviation
of the scores.

based on age.

There was no significant difference among the means
The ANOVA was applied to the data and more clearly indi-

cated that there was no significant difference among the various age
groups with respect to the synonym cloze.

The F ratio was .966223,

and the critical value for F for significance is 3.28.

TABLE XII: THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE MEAN SCORES
BASED ON AGE AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE SCORES

Value
0.000
1.000
2.000
3.000
4.000
5.000
6.000
7.000
8.000

Freq
1

42
40
17
14
6

6
2
3

Mean of
Synonym Cloze
38.000
51.000
48.000
48.588
54.714
39.667
52.167
54.000
49.000

Std

0.00C
13.169
14.515
9.805
15.213
15.029
11.268
2.828
5.568

Age
72+
15-18
19-21
22-25
26-30
31-36
37-45
46-50
51-60

Discussion
Taylor,

(1953) Bormuth (1968) and Rankin

(1971) found that cloze

scored rescored to count synonyms did not vary significantly.

All of

their studies were done with primary and secondary students.

Adults who have broader exposure to vocabulary do obtain different scores when synonyms are counted as correct insertions in cloze
passages.

There was a significant difference between cloze scores

scored for exact replacements and those scored for appropriate synonyms.
The age of the adult, which would imply more opportunities for
learning larger numbers of vocabulary words, did not significantly affect
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how a student scored on the cloze when synonyms were counted.
Because the results of the data differ significantly from results
completed by other researchers, the ramifications of this finding
will be discussed in greater detail in chapter five.
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SUMMARY OF THE STATISTICAL FINDINGS

The collected data was analyzed for each of the eight hypotheses.
Hypothesis One was rejected because there was a significant dif-

ference between the WOPI scores and the doze scores.

61.1% of the

doze scores did not fall within the instructional reading level as predicted by the WOPI.

Hypothesis Two was retained.

There was no significant relationship

of doze scores among the students at the three community colleges.
Hypothesis Three was retained.

There was no significant relation-

ship among the scores of the students in the ABE/GED/AHSD and,developmental education learning center classes.
Hypothesis Four was retained.

There was no significant relation-

ship between years of attained levels of formal schooling and doze
scores.

Hypothesis Five was retained.

The student's age had no effect on

how students scored on the doze.
Hypothesis Six was retained.

The student's sex had no effect on how

she/he scored on the cloze.

Hypothesis Seven was retained.

There was no significant effect of

the student's place of geographic origin.
Hypothesis Eight was rejected because there was a. significant dif-

ference between a student's score on the doze and the student's score

on the synonym doze.
student's age.

The difference, however, was not based on the
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to develop and test an informal
reading assessment instrument designed for adults.

The objectives of

the study have been summarized in the following section.

SUMMARY

Objective One:

Design and test a word-opposite reading placement

instrument derived from a list of progressively difficult words based on
the'frequency of occurrence in adult word lists.

The Word Opposite Placement Instrument was constructed by the
researcher, and field tested with approximately three hundred students
of similar composition to the sample population in the study.
was revised based on the results of the pilot study.

The WOPI

The words on the

WOPI were verified to be at the correct grade level and to be frequently
occurring in English by locating them on five graded vocabulary and
frequency of occurrence lists.

The format was constructed to avoid a

test-like appearance to conform with the precepts of the advantages of
using informal testing instruments with adults.
Objective Two:

Develop a progressively difficult reading comprehension

exercise based on the cloze passages used in the 1967 Miller and Coleman
study to examine the appropriateness of the placement level of a wordopposite reading placement instrument.

The passages from the Miller and Coleman study were converted to
cloze passages by deleting every fifth word in sentences of the passages
except for the first sentence in each passage which was left intact.

The
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deletion pattern was based on the research of Bormuth (1969) and Weaver
(1977).

Two one-hundred and fifty word passages were administered to

each student participating in the study in order to meet Bormuth's
criteria of minimum cloze passage length of at least 250 words.
Objective Three:

Select a representative sample from three Oregon

community college developmental education programs.
The population was selected from Linn-Benton Community College,
Chemeketa Community College and Portland Community College (Sylvania
Campus).

These colleges were selected because they enroll students

from rural and town, city, and large urban area populations.

In order

to generalize the results of the study, a cross section of population
areas was desirable.

It was also anticipated that the populations

might reflect various ethnic and racial makeup because of the location
of the college.

Developmental education learning center classes and

ABE/GED/AHSD classes were used at Linn-Benton and Portland Community
Colleges.

Students from Chemeketa who were enrolled in learning center

classes, but participating in both programs were included in the study.
The classes selected for participation in the study were determined by
the administrators of the programs in cooperation with the classroom
teachers.

Objective Four:

Administer the Word-Opposite Placement Instrument and

the cloze passages to the sample population.

The two instruments were administered by the researcher to the
sample population.

The WOPI was administered first and the student's

score on this instrument determined the reading difficulty level of the
cloze passage to be completed.
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Objective Five:

Examine the effectiveness of the Word Opposite Placement

Instrument in placing adults in reading materials they can comprehend.
The gathered data were analyzed with the Chi Square statistic, TwoWay ANOVA,frequency distributions and scatterplots.

The WOPI did not

effectively place the majority of students in the instructional reading
material based on the students' performance on the cloze.

Although the

mean score on the cloze was 41.9%, within the acceptable range of 40-57%,
sixty one percent of the students did not score in the instructional
range on the cloze.
Objective Six:

Make recommendations based on the implications of placing

adults in reading materials with informal reading assessment.
The recommendations follow the conclusions section in this chapter.

CONCLUSIONS
Objective One:

Design and test a word-opposite reading instrument

derived from a list of progressively difficult words based on the
frequency of occurrence in adult word lists.

The design of the WOPI appears to be an accurate vocabulary assessment instrument for adults.

There are no published formal or informal

tests available designed with this format.

Furthermore, there are no

vocabulary assessment instruments designed specifically for adults.
Only one test, the Botel, uses the concept of word opposite selection
to test reading comprehension.

One researcher, Wallace (1967), has

questioned this claim, but there is no evidence that disproves that
vocabulary opposite tests do not in effect actually measure reading
comprehension at least to some extent.
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The strengths of this instrument are that it takes only ten minutes
to administer, is easy to score, does not appear to produce test anxiety
or frustration for the adult student.

The students generally did not

have difficulties or stress completing the WOPI.

These are some of the important qualities which authorities in
adult education seek in a reading test.

Most importantly, the format

and structure of the instrument allow the student to predict the instructional level of reading.

Students worked on the WOPI only until they

reached the level at which they felt they were guessing at the meaning.

Thirty eight percent of the students completed this successfully.

It

is important to consider an adult's sense of his self-knowledge and few
other tests take this important adult characteristic into consideration
during test construction and administration.

The WOPI has validity as a placement instrument for adult readers,
if only the mean score derived from the relationship between the cloze
and the WOPI is examined.

The mean score is 41.9% which is in the

instructional range of reading comprehension for the cloze passages.

However, the scores of the individual students diminish this finding
because students were overplaced in the cloze passage.

Sixty four stu-

dents, 49% of the sample population, scored below the instructional
range on the cloze.

Since there were a number of reasons why the WOPI did not predict
for the majority of students the instructional level of reading, several
aspects of the data were examined more closely.

One of the explanations could be that a large number of students
scored on the WOPI at the eighth grade level.

Sixty one percent of the

students did not score in the cloze range based on the WOPI scores, of
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these students, 58 or 44% of the total population had WOPI scores that
indicated frustration at the ninth grade level words.
instructional level was assumed to be eighth grade.

Therefore their
The eighth grade

reading level generally corresponded to the scores on other reading
tests administered by reading teachers in Oregon community college developmental education programs during the past three years.

Even though the WOPI score generally coincided with the classroom
teacher's assessment, the words on the WOPI at the ninth grade level
could be suspect for three reasons:

1.

The words may not be as

frequently encountered as the various word lists and frequency lists
have determined.

2.

Students, particularly those in this study, may

not have been exposed to those words as often as the population from
which the word lists were derived.

3.

The ninth grade words, which

have the fewest options for corresponding opposites in graded word
lists were too limited.

The students' scores at the eighth and ninth grade level on the
WOPI were generated on a frequency distribution which indicated that
twenty two students (38%) were within the range, and thirty six students (62%) were outside the range.

Fourteen students scored at the

ninth grade level, ten (71%) scored outside the range, and four (29%)
scored within the range.

The majority of the students at the eighth and ninth grade level
scored outside the range, indicating that these words may be suspect,
and further that the large population at these levels does overly
influence the results of the study.
for the WOPI's low predictability:
discussed in Objective Two.

But another reason probably accounts
the use of the cloze procedure
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Objective Two:

Develop a progressively difficult reading passage

comprehension exercise based on the cloze used in the Miller and Coleman
study to examine the appropriateness of the placement level of a wordopposite reading placement instrument.

Sixty-one percent of the WOPI scores did not predict the instructional levels of reading as measured by the cloze score of 40-57%.
Besides the design of the WOPI, the lack of prediction could be due to
the use and construction of the cloze passages.

The doze passages were constructed from passages calibrated for
complexity by Miller and Coleman (1967).

Two reading formulas, the

Fry and the Flesh were applied to the passages to verify the reading
grade level.

The cloze procedures which required the subject to fill in the
blanks for every fifth deleted word required that the student could:
1.

read and understand the remaining words in the passage; 2.

under-

stand English syntax in order to predict the missing words' part of
speech; 3.

effectively utilize context clues and redundancies to

predict the missing words; 4.

use construction clues such as capital

letters, commas,semi-colons and periods to complete or extend a sentence.
Students in developmental education reading programs, that is, those
students who read at 10th grade or below, frequently cannot use one or
more of these factors; thus these factors can tend to be comprehension
constraints rather than facilitators.

These skills are the main

curricula for developmental reading classes.

The novelty of the doze

procedure could also affect the student's performance on the doze.
One of the most notable aspects of this study was the significance

between exact replacement doze scoring and doze synonym scoring.
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Although there is controversy about accepting synonyms, most authorities
feel that clOze is reliable scored either way.

The major disadvantage

to using synonyms is the difficulty of determining the appropriate
synonyms.

In this study, students' scores on the cloze were considerably
higher when recorded with synonyms.

The most common synonyms were

middle for center and large for big and the for a.

Some of the levels

of the cloze passages had more options for synonyms than others did.
[See appendix E]

Grade eight, for example, which was completed by

fifty eight students had the largest number of acceptable synonyms.
Thirteen substitutions or 24% of the possible insertions had acceptable
synonyms.

Seventh grade passages had the next largest number of ten

substitutions or 20%.

The remainder of the passages had fewer synonyms.

Most of the cloze research completed by Bormuth (1968), Rankin
(1971) and others was done with elementary school children.

Taylor and

others felt that there is no difference between exact replacement and
synonym cloze scores for children because they have more limited reading vocabularies.

This -study seemed to indicate that adults' scores on cloze are
affected by synonyms.

There was most likely one major reason for this;

adults have broader vocabularies than children, and therefore, know more
appropriate synonyms.

One would anticipate that this was so.

Adult

education authorities feel that one of the disadvantages of word list
and vocabulary measurement is that they stem from limited sources such
as basal texts which do not take into account the older student's experience of exposure to large numbers of words outside the formal school
setting.
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Objective Three:

Select a representative population from three Oregon

community college developmental education programs.
A sample population was selected at the three colleges.

Students

included in the study were those in attendance on the day the data were
gathered.

The classes for data gathering were selected by the program

administrators who matched the researcher's available time and the classroom teacher's available time.

Data at Portland Community College were

gathered on a Tuesday morning, at Chemeketa and Linn-Benton on Wednesday
mornings.

Most developmental education classes are taught in the morning.

Apparently at Chemeketa, no ABE/GED/AHSD teacher was willing for a researcher to use the class in a study.

However, 13 of the Chemeketa

students considered themselves GED/AHSD students but had also enrolled
in learning center classes and were included in the study.

At Portland

Community College there were restrictions on research being done in
classrooms, and the program director selected classes at the Sylvania
campus in order to expedite the data collection process.
Data for a total of 158 students were gathered.

55 were from

Chemeketa, 53 were from Linn-Benton and 48 were from Portland.

Class

attendance was light on the rainy Tuesday that the data were gathered.
No other days were available for further data collection.
No examination of the ethnic or racial variability of the populations at the three colleges could be made.

There was a total of two

black and two Chicano students and one American Indiand from the three
colleges combined.

This was not enough students to determine relation-

ships since there was no commonality of age, sex, origin, college or
program enrollment.
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The fourteen other students that were non-white came from Asia and Micronesia.

Their scores were not included in this study because they were

considered as non-native born speakers.

This was the major factor that

reduced the sample population from 159 to 131.

Further reduction of

the sample population resulted from discarding the instruments from one
student who was physically handicapped whose tutor filled in the instrument and coached the student with answers.

Eleven other instruments

were discarded because the students either left early or did not work
the cloze passages.

One student did not fill in the demographic infor-

mation sheet and was eliminated from the tabulated results.
The region of origin of the sample population was examined, and
although there was no significant relationship between cloze scores and
origin, two other interesting factors were discovered.
of students in this study (66%) were from Oregon.

The preponderance

The community college

students that participated in the study had attended Oregon elementary
and secondary schools.

This fact limits the generalization of the re-

sults of the study to populations both outside of Oregon, and outside
of the schools in the Willamette Valley and Portland.

Students who were grouped in the "other" geographic region category made scores on the cloze that showed no significant difference
from other regions.

However, the students in this category had a lower

mean score on the cloze.

Students who had moved into more than one

geographic region while attending school did not do as well on the
cloze and there was less of a relationship between the cloze and WOPI
scores.
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The sample population was generally younger than typical populations
in developmental education reported in the literature.
students were under twenty-two years of age.

Most of the

The sample population had

more students who had attended twelfth grade than populations used in
other research studies.
The most interesting aspect of this objective is the lack of dif-

ference between the scores and reading levels of those students enrolled
in ABE/GED/AHSD and learning center classes.

The former classes are

usually considered a preliminary step in the advancement of skills that
are then enhanced with classes in the learning center.

This population

does not match that assumption.

There is no significant relationship between the scores from the
two groups.

The scores on the WOPI do not predict any difference in

reading levels between students enrolled in the two programs.

Both

programs have nearly equal numbers of scores in the upper and lower
score range.
classes.

71.8% of the students were enrolled in learning center

At Chemeketa only students enrolled in developmental education

reading classes participated in the study, but thirteen students indica-

ted that they were working toward a GED or an Adult High School Diploma.
These data indicate that there might not be a significant difference
in the reading skills of the students who are enrolled in the various
developmental education programs.

Perhaps the learning center classes

are not enrolling students with higher academic skills as is felt by
leaders in the field of developmental education.

It might be that the

distinction between the two programs is contrived, at least in reading.
The population that participated in the study included 61.8% students
who had attended twelfth grade.

This prevents drawing any conclusions
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about the reading proficiency of students in a typical ABE population
because the sample is too small.

Other factors besides reading skills determine if a student enrolls
in one program or another.

Other factors might be the cost of tuition,

credit or non-credit classes, the age of the other students in the program, the hours the classes are taught, and the social contacts in the
various classes.

All of these factors, rather than reading skill, could

well influence a student to enroll in one program rather than another.
Objective Four:

Administer the WOPI and cloze passages to the sample

population.

The students were introduced to the researcher who explained the
project based on the script [Appendix F].

The cloze procedure was

carefully explained and questions were answered.
a sample cloze orally and in written form.

The students worked

Synonyms were encouraged in

order to solicit as many strategies as possible to fill in the blanks.
The researcher administered and scored all the instruments.

The

classroom teacher was present at all times and answered student's
questions about the procedure and collected or distributed instruments.
Administration of the instruments was conducted at Chemeketa in
developmental education learning center classes of accelerated and
developmental reading.

At Portland Community College an ABE/GED/AHSD

class and a developmental education learning center basic writing
class was used to gather data.

At Linn-Benton Community College learn-

ing center reading and language arts classes and ABE/GED/AHSD classes
were used to gather data from.

Although every effort was made to avoid a testing situation from
developing, one classroom teacher at Chemeketa, while introducing the
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researcher mentioned the word "test."

One ABE teacher at Linn-Benton

Community College started to correct the WOPI in front of a student with
a red pen.

It is not known what effect this had on the student's scores.

During the data collection process, several problems became evident.
1.

Some students were uncomfortable that their daily routine was

disrupted.
2.

Students had to be reassured that this was a confidential

research project and did not relate to their grades or progress in the
class.
3.

Group instruction for the cloze in the ABE/GED/AHSD classes

was ineffective.

The classes are conducted in blocks of three to four

hours and the students can come and go as they please.

Individual

instructions for both the WOPI and the cloze had to be given to single
students or small groups of them as they entered the classroom after
the remainder of the students were working on the instruments.

At times

this disrupted the students who were already working.
4.

ABE/GED/AHSD students appear to be less task-oriented.

Many of

them left the room for coffee and cigarette breaks and came back to complete the instrument.
was prevalent.

Among the 15-18 year old group, social interaction

Students had to be reminded to finish the instrument and

to complete the instruments without advice or help from other students.
The largest number of cloze, without attempted insertions which resulted
in lower scores on the cloze, came from this age group.
5.

Despite the careful explanation of the cloze procedure and

the practice session, students in all programs at all colleges evidenced
stress while trying to complete the cloze.

It appeared that the

students had never completed a cloze passage before.

The novelty of the
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cloze necessitated much more individualized instruction than was anticipated.

Especially in the ABE/GED/AHSD classes, some students needed

encouragement to attempt the cloze or to persist in working at it.
There seemed to be a trend that the students with the lower scores on
the WOPI needed more help with the unfamiliar task of completing the
cloze.
6.

Very few students had questions or difficulty working the WOPI.

It seldom took longer than the anticipated ten minutes to complete.
The students who had the most difficulty with the WOPI were the nonnative born speakers of English, and their results were not included
in the tabulations.
one to grade twelve.

The vocabulary words on the WOPI extend from grade
The 131 students whose data were used in this

study had scores in a foreshortened range.
scored in grades one, two, three or four.

There were no students who
Sixteen students scored at

the fifth grade level of reading; eleven at the sixth grade of reading;
nineteen at the seventh grade; fifty eight at the eighth grade; fourteen
at the ninth grade of reading; nine at the tenth grade of reading; and
two each at the eleventh and twelfth grade of reading.

A larger population was anticipated in grades four, five and six
based on other research completed with other developmental education
populations.

Few people, however, scored above the tenth grade.

This

indicates that the developmental education learning center reading programs are dealing with their anticipated population--those who read
below the tenth grade level.
Objective Five:

Examine the effectiveness of the Word-Opposite Placement

Instrument in placing adults in reading materials they can comprehend.
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The mean cloze score for the sample population indicated that the
WOPI can place accurately individuals in reading materials at the
instructional level.

However, 61% of the sample population did not score

within the cloze range.

The reasons for this have been discussed.

If the design of the WOPI is not flawed and the students were not
frustrated by the cloze, then the students that participated in the
study could have a different vocabulary background.

It is possible, ut

not likely, that all five word and frequency lists were based on vocabulary and readings that were unfamiliar to the unique Oregon population.
The data suggest that the word-opposite format can indicate the
reading level of an adult.

It appears that the cloze passages, which

caused much frustration when being administered, inhibited clear assessment of the sample population's reading comprehension level.
students had completed a cloze passage before.

Few

Rozenkranz (1978) urges

extended practice with the cloze when it is used with developmental
readers.

Apparently, the practice session at the beginning of data

collection was not long enough.

Without adequate practice, the cloze

was not completed in a manner than consistently coincided with the
WOPI scores.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

Further studies should be done in order to create informal

reading tests for adults.

One of the objectives of this study was to design an informal
reading assessment instrument for adults.

Students evinced little

difficulty completing the WOPI because it was designed as a vocabulary
worksheet and produced little or no test-anxiety.
education stress the

need for such instruments.

Authorities in adult
Although no conclusive

findings resulted from this study, further studies should be done to
create and perfect means to informally assess adults' reading levels.
2.

Further exploration of adult learning should be done.

In order to do this there needs to be a great deal more research on
adult learning.

Adults because of their multiple life experiences

have varied learning and testing styles.

More research needs to be

done to determine acceptable lists of adult words and the readability
of words and passages in adult materials.

Most of the previous research

has been done with children's reading materials which are controlled by
grade level vocabularies and the materials available from major
publishing houses.

Currently, many of the adult materials and tests

are children's readings adapted for use with adults.

New materials

designed for adults are being developed and marketed, but they are
not always available in the adult classroom because program budgetary
constrictions restrict their acquisition, and the old standbys continue
to be used.
3.

Cloze passages tests should not be used with adults until

practice with cloze has been completed.
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To successfully complete another study with informal instruments,
cloze passages should not be used until the students are familiar with
the process and have had time to practice the skill of insertion of the
deleted words.

There needs to be adequate preparation time to use cloze

to accurately assess reading comprehension level.
4.

The administration time for reading assessment should be

considered carefully.

Because many developmental education classes are taught in blocks
of time with open-entry, open-exit attendance, it is difficult to
conduct group tests or to give group instruction before gathering data
for a research project.

On the other hand, the structured classroom setting which is
advantageous to group presentation of instructions, has serious time
limitations.

This proved to be a limitation of this study.

It would

be preferable to use structured class time in two or more units.

If

the various instruments and data could be gathered in several class
sessions over a week or less, more accurate results might be found,
provided that the population remained stable.

This researcher conducted

the data gathering during one block of time and in single class periods
because of the fickleness of attendance and enrollment in developmental
education classes.

Future studies might also be completed at the beginning of the
school term before the students have established peer social interaction
which can hinder data collection.
5.

This study should be replicated with a more varied population.

A study using informal reading assessment instruments should be
replicated with the addition of a larger minority and ethnic population.
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The homogeneity of the sample population in this study does not reflect
the United States' population, and the results of this study cannot be
generalized to areas outside the Willamette Valley.

A large number of older students would have to be included in
another study in order to approximate the population in the United
States that other researchers have found.

The community college

population in Oregon tends to be much younger and have a larger portion
of white students than the populations that other researchers have
studied.

Furthermore, if the objective of the future study is to develop
an informal instrument for undereducated adults, a larger population
of non-high school graduates would have to be included, especially
those students who have never attended high school.
6.

The developmental education population and program responsi-

bilities should be more clearly defined.

This fact generates two interesting questions which should be
answered in further research.

These questions are:

(1) What is the

definition of the developmental education student and (2) How are
adults reading levels assessed.

What is the definition of a developmental education student?
Currently the Oregon adult education population is divided into developmental centers and ABE programs because of a large variety of
federal, state and local fundings.

Funding appears to be the cause of

an artificial division which creates the duplicate programs.

Federal,

state and local leaders in developmental education programs need to
redefine their functions and determine where duplication and overlap
occur.

The results of this study indicate that the Oregon community
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colleges are concurrently operating reading instruction.in at least
two different programs, but the programs are drawing from a population
that has no differences in their reading levels.

Four of the thirteen Oregon community colleges have consolidated
developmental education under one administrator; however, the vestiges
of separateness remain with classroom location, class hours, materials
and staff.

Appropriate adult reading instruction could be facilitated

by creating one reading program that is provided with materials and
a staff especially trained and interested in teaching reading to adults.
How are adults assessed at the college?

Another great need in

adult education is a means of assessing accurately adults reading
levels and placing adults in materials at the instructional level so
they begin to improve their reading from the time they enter a developmental education class.

Part of the reason that developmental educa-

tion classes have an attrition rate of nearly 50% is that the student's
needs are not being met.

If he is intimidated by the testing process

at the beginning of the class, then he never returns.

Program administrators and classroom teachers must become familiar
with new assessment tools designed for adults and must incorporate
them into their programs.

This means that not only must there by an

awareness of what is available, but there needs to be staff personnel
who can evaluate tests and train others to administer them and interpret
the results.

The informal instruments currently available are dependent

on the skill of the test giver for placing students in the correct
materials.

In many developmental education programs where reading is

taught, staff members do not have training or experience in adult
reading strategies and assessment, or they do not have backgrounds in
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reading at all.

This factor is one of the greatest defects in develop-

mental education reading.

It heeds to be corrected or the development

of even the ultimate assessment instrument will be of no avail.
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APPENDIX A

Some Reading Tests currently recommended
to be used with adults

Standardized Reading Tests.
1.

Botel Reading Inventory

2.

Individual Reading Placement Inventory (Follette)

3.

Gates-McKillop

4.

Gray Oral Reading Test

5.

Roswell-Chall Reading Tests

6.

Slosson Oral Reading Test

7.

Reading/Everyday Activities--Life

8.

Tests of Adult Basic Education

9.

Gates Reading Survey

10.

Nelson Denny Reading Test

11.

Test That's Not a Test

12.

Adult Learning Examination

13.

Stanford Diagnostic Reading Test

14.

Reading for Understanding Reading Placement Test

15.

Doren Diagnostic Reading Test

16.

Gates Reading Survey

17.

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills

18.

General Education Performance Index

19.

Adult Performance Level Functional Reading Tests
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Informal Reading Inventories
1.

Advanced Informal Reading Diagnostic Test

2.

Adult Informal Reading Test

3.

A Basic Reading Inventory for Mature Students

4.

Adult Basic Reading Inventory

5.

Individual Reading Placement Inventory

Sources:

Nafziger, Dean H; Thompson, R. Brent; Hiscox, Michael;
Owne, Thomas.

Tests of Functional Adult Literacy An Evaluation
of Currently Available Instruments.
Regional Labs:

Portland.

Northwest

1975

Vonderhaar, Kathleen; Moeher, Donald; Leihert, Robert E;
Moass, Vera.

Tests for ABE Teachers.
Classroom Teachers.

Adult Education:

Twenty Eight Suggestions for

Center for Research Development in

Kansas City.

1975
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APPENDIX B

The Word Opposite Placement
Instrument
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FIRST FORM
WORD OPPOSITE PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT

NAME
DIRECTIONS:

DATE

Circle a word in the line which means the opposite or
nearly the opposite of the first word in each line.
EXAMPLE:

down

said

do

up

it

alone

out

black

next

2.old

laugh

new

light

sorry

3.day

next

pony

hard

night

4.right

wrong

back

cry

story

5.near

behind

last

fit

far

soft

begin

ate

front

7.whisper

blow

break

toot

shout

8.top

trip

wave

bottom

week

9.large

small

turn

wise

lake

10.merry

unhappy

brave

wind

keen

*11.enjoy

borrow

calm

hate

free

12.alive

fool

dead

frown

often

13.discover

lose

loose

sweet

neat

14.weak

nap

mine

stir

strong

15.melt

tip

freeze

test

main

bury

cargo

fort

terror

17.ordinary

agree

bacon

rare

mass

18.strength

music

weakness

limp

person

19.destroy

peel

punch

wound

develop

20.praise

blame

snack

spy

myth

*1. white

*6.finish

*16.peace
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*21.deny

abandon

confess

dent

lack

22.triumph

limit

holy

immense

defect

23.addition

ignore

haunt

subtraction

peak

24.burden

pep

advantage

lack

stunt

25.obtain

strut

dispose

regard

nerve

commence

assist

boost

plea

27.genius

boiler

cycle

defy

idiot

28.expand

joint

ounce

contract

plus

29.amateur

prime

rapid

senior

professional

30.normal

weird

senator

item

depth

arsenal

ban

disagreeable

pastry

32.payment

porch

matinee

factor

refund

33.infect

falter

sterilize

fee

exceed

34.contrast

similarity

feud

parole

trophy

35.jubilant

wilt

talon

secrecy

melancholy

*36.internal

abode

barbarian

collide

external

37.minimum

census

denim

gadget

maximum

38.authentic

fanatic

fondle

fraud

mode

39.excess

shortage

siphon

rout

quota

40.convict

racial

acquit

impact

incense

**41.obsolete

baste

contemporary

chafe

intact

42.contraction

menageria

expansion

robust

slur

43.tangible

sever

convertible

ordain

unsubstantial

44.assent

disapprove

imply

loiter

wane

45.prefix

cower

farce

suffix

insignia

*26.conclude

*31.cooperative
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46.debonair

organic

lamentable

duet

qualm

47.setrile

premature

tainted

symmetry

obscene

48.timely

unkempt

satire

belated

pliable

49.segregate

radiate

unify

legacy

misconception

50.renovation

liability

manipulate

crucial

demolition

diagnosis

pugnacious

eddy

pathos

52.constitute

perpetrate

mania

obliterate

vogue

53.rabid

placid

typify

valid

liason

54.vibrant

jeopardize

luxuriant

decrepit

occult

55.whimsical

impale

doleful

immaculate

ensue

56.cantankerous

fixation

ignoble

guile

amicable

57.phlegmatic

expound

erode

effervescent

tome

58.iniquity

propriety

vernacular

plummet

maxim

59.taciturn

latent

larceny

vociferous

limbo

60.homogeneous

idiosyncrasy rhetoric

heterogeneous

credulous

*51.affable
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FOURTH FORM
WORD OPPOSITE PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT
NAME
DIRECTIONS:

DATE

Circle a word in the line which means the opposite or
nearly the opposite of the first word in each line.
EXAMPLE:

out

said

do

0 it

*1.down

alone

up

black

next

2.old

laugh

new

light

sorry

3.day

next

pony

hard

night

4.right

wrong

back

cry

story

5.near

behind

last

fit

far

soft

begin

ate

front

7.whisper

blow

break

toot

shout

8.top

trip

wave

bottom

week

9.large

small

turn

wise

lake

unhappy

brave

wind

keep

borrow

calm

hate

free

12.alive

fool

dead

frown

often

13.discover

lose

loose

sweet

neat

14.weak

nap

mine

stir

strong

15.melt

tip

freeze

test

main

*16.peace

bury

cargo

fort

terror

17.ordinary

agree

bacon

rare

mass

18.strength

music

weakness

limp

person

19.destroy

peel

punch

wound

develop

20.praise

blame

snack

spy

myth

*6.finish

10.merry
*11.enjoy
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*21.deny

abandon

confess

dent

lack

22.triumph

limit

holy

immense

defeat

23.addition

ignore

haunt

subtraction

peak

24.poverty

pep

wealth

lack

stunt

25.obtain

strut

dispose

regard

nerve

commence

assist

boost

plea

27.genius

boiler

cycle

defy

idiot

28.expand

joint

ounce

contract

plus

29.amateur

prime

rapid

senior

professional

30.normal

weird

senator

item

depth

arsenal

ban

disagreeable

pastry

32.payment

porch

matinee

factor

refund

33.infect

falter

sterilize

fee

exceed

34.contrast

similarity

feud

parole

trophy

35.depart

wilt

talon

secrecy

linger

*36.internal

abode

barbarian

collide

external

37.minimum

census

denim

gadget

maximum

38.authentic

fanatic

fondle

fraud

mode

39.excess

shortage

siphon,

rout

quota

40.convict

racial

acquit

impact

incense

baste

commend

chafe

intact

42.gaiety

menagerie

dejection

robust

slur

43.trivial

sever

convertible

ordain

44.assent

disapprove

imply

loiter

wane

45.antagonize

cower

farce

endear

insignia

*26.conclude

*31.cooperative

**41.detract

noteworthy
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organic

germinate

duet

qualm

47.dormant

premature

dynamic

symmetry

obscene

48.timely

unkempt

satire

belated

pliable

49.segergate

radiate

unify

legacy

misconception

50.renovation

liability

manipulate

crucial

demolition

diagnosis

pugnacious

eddy

pathos

52.constitute

perpetrate

mania

obliterate

53.rabid

placid

typify

valid

liason

54.vibrant

joepardize

luxuriant

decrepit

occult

55.whimsical

impale

doleful

immaculate

ensue

fixation

ignoble

guile

ecclesiastical

57.phlegmatic

expound

erode

effervescent

tome

58.iniquity

propriety

vernacular

plummet

maxim

59.squalid

latent

larceny

opulent

limbo

60.homogeneous

idiosyncrasy rhetoric

heterogeneous

credulous

*46.annihiliate

*51.affable

*56.secular

vogue

APPENDIX C
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF STEM WORDS ON THE
WORD OPPOSITE PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Dale-

Thorndike
30

Rank

2B

A

8

142

11

10

3

22534

1

4

3

2A

A

38

57

II

6

6

9

14

129

25

IV

ANNIHILATE

10

10

9

5

22543

1

ANTAGONIZE

12

9

18

1

22545

1

ASSENT

13

9

7

13

2465

4

AUTHENTIC

6

8

7

5

207

20

III

CONCLUDE

6

6

3A

A

314

16

III

12

11

5A

27

98

29

III

CONTRAST

8

7

4B

33

29

74

III

CONVICT

6

8

6

15

1279

6

III

COOPERATIVE

8

7

9

10

207

20

IV

DAY

4

1

IA

AA

2

686

I

DENY

6

5

2B

A

60

47

II

10

7

2A

A

1121

7

II

DESTROY

4

4

1B

AA

43

48

II

DETRACT

8

9

18

2

22543

1

DISCOVER

4

3

1B

AA

77

40

10

10

11

2

1820

5

ENJOY

6

3

1B

AA

60

44

II

EXCESS

8

8

4A

22

59

42

III

EXPAND

8

6

6

15

390

13

III

FINISH

4

2

IB

AA

58

39

I

GAIETY

8

9

9

5

825

8

GENIUS

6

6

48

30

156

23

16

12

14

1

825

8

IN

1

1

IA

AA

2

660

I

INFECT

8

7

7

7

22543

1

IV

INIQUITY

16

12

7

4

22543

1

INTERNAL

8

8

5B

15

34

LARGE

4

2

IA

AA

2

Stem

O'Rourke

EDL

20

4

5

13

ALIVE

AMATEUR

ADDITION
AFFABLE

CONSTITUTE

DEPART

DORMANT

HOMOGENEOUS

Kuc era -Francis

Frequency

62.

361

Mitzell
II

II

IV

III

I
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FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF STEM WORDS ON THE
WORD OPPOSITE PLACEMENT INSTRUMENT IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER

Dale-

Stem

O'Rourke

Thorndike

EDL

Kuc era -Franc is

20

30

Rank

Frequency

Mitze 11

MELT

4

3

2A

A

2464

4

MERRY

4

2

2A

A

825

8

MINIMUM

8

8

8

13

24

64

II

NEAR

4

1

IA

AA

5

198

I

NORMAL

4

6

5A

41

3

136

III

OBTAIN

6

5

2A

AA

59

42

II

OLD

4

1

1A

AA

2

660

I

ORDINARY

4

4

3A

A

33

72

II

PAYMENT

6

7

3B

47

45

53

--

PEACE

4

4

2A

AA

5

198

II

16

12

13

1

POVERTY

8

5

30

24

207

20

II

PRAISE

6

4

2A

A

255

17

IV

RABID

13

11

16

1

7233

2

RENOVATION

12

10

13

1

7233

2

III

RIGHT

4

1

1A

AA

1

613

I

SEGREGATE

8

10

19

1

22543

1

III

SECULAR

8

12

5

314

16

SQUALID

16

12

15

1

22543

1

4

4

IB

AA

3

136

II

12

10

9

5

695

9

--

TOP

4

2

1A

AA

4

204

II

TRIUMPH

6

5

3B

41

158

22

IV

TRIVIAL

12

9

6

8

498

11

VIBRANT

12

11

14

2

1279

6

4

3

1B

A

84

32

12

11

10

2

22543

1

4

2

2A

A

434

12

PHLEGMATIC

STRENGTH
TIMELY

WEAK
WHIMSICAL
WHISPER

III

--

IV

IV
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Explanation of Word Difficulty Levels

1.

Dale-O'Rourke.

The Living Word Vocabulary.

A list of 43,000

items generated from research with children in grades 2-12 from
1954-1976.

The words are ranked by even grade levels and a

percentage score on word familiarity.
(Preface)
2.

EDL.

From Taylor's E.D.L. Core Vocabularies plus a list of

formulas put on a computer program with appropriate formula
word lists.

The words on this list came from textbooks used

in kindergarten through twelfth grade.

The words are ranked

by grade level.
(Page 1)
3.

Thorndike--20, 30.

Teacher's Word Book of 20,000 Words.

Words

taken from the Bible, literature for children, newspapers and
textbooks.

The words are ranked by frequency of occurrence

and coded as follows:

lA means the word occurred in the most frequent 500 words
1B means the word occurred in the next 500 words
2A means the word occurred in the third group of 500 words
(1001-1500)

2B means the word occurred in the fourth group of 500 words
(1501-2000), etc.
(Page III)
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Explanation of Word Difficulty Levels

Thorndike-Lorge.

Teacher's Word Book of 30,000 Words.

Words

based on the frequency of occurrence per million words.

Coded

as follows:

at least once per million owrds

1

2 - at least two times per million words

49

at least 49 times per million words

A - at least 50 times per million words
AA - 100 or more times per million words
(Page IX)
4.

Kucera-Francis.
English.

Computational Analysis of Present Day American

This list includes one million ranked words numbered

to the most frequent 50,000.

The words came from newspapers,

books, and common reading material published in 1967.

The words

are ranked for occurrence and numbered for frequency.

For

example:

POVERTY:

20, 207.

times in one million words.

Means that this word occurred 20
Its rank according to Kucera-Francis

is 207 to 50,000 words.
(Page 315)
5.

Mitzell.

Function Reading Word List for Adults.

A list of words

created from adult reading material and ranked in groups of 500.

In List I are the most frequently read 500 words; in List II,
most frequently read 1,000 words, etc.

Lists I-IV include the

most frequently encountered 2,000 words.
(Page 66)

APPENDIX D
CHANGES IN WORD CHOICES ON THE WOPI
The following stems and their opposite were deleted
and added to the instrument during the pilot study.
Grade

From

To

1st

white/black

in/out

3rd

whole/half

melt/freeze

4th

future/yesterday

praise/blame

5th

burden/advantage

poverty/wealth

7th

merit/demerit

jubilant/melancholy

7th

contrast/mesh

contrast/similarity

9th

obsolete/contemporary

detract/commend

9th

contraction/expansion

gaiety/dejection

9th

tangible/insubstantial

trivial/noteworthy

9th

prefix/suffix

antagonize/endear

10th

synthetic/organic

debonair/lamentable

10th

sterile/tainted

dormant/dynamic

10th

rejuvenate/obliterate

constitute/obliterate

12th

austere/caustic

cantankerous/amicable

12th

prolific/impotent

iniquity/propriety

12th

taciturn/vociferous

squalid/opulent

depart/linger

annihilate/germinate

secular/ecclesiastical
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APPENDIX El

The Sample Cloze
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SAMPLE CLOZE

Oregon was first settled in the 1830's.

came from the eastern

The first people to
of the United States.

were interested in trading
trapping

with fur that could

sold on the East

When settler families arrived,

.

near the
tation.

the Indians and

made homes

because the rivers were
The early

for transpor-

settlers were impressed with the

land in the Willamette

.

the Willamette River and
crops.

people could
farm produce there.

Towns developed as
supplies in towns and

They set up farms

to grow a variety
centers because
their
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SAMPLE CLOZE

Oregon was first settled in the 1830's.
SETTLE

came from the eastern

THEY

were interested in trading

trapping
east

with fur that could

ANIMALS

COAST

.

homes near the

PART

of the United States.

WITH

the Indians and

BE

When settler families arrived,
RIVERS

because the rivers were

for transportation.

They set up farms

River and

to grow .a variety

BEGAN

The first people to

BY

sold on the
THEY

made

USED
the Willamette

OF

crops.
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APPENDIX E
2

The Cloze passages

and inserted answers with
acceptable synonyms

120

FIFTH GRADE

This is a game called Monkeys Fly, which can be played in a
classroom on a rainy day.
should all

his arms as if

The other players

"Birds fly",

that fly, and then

say "Monkeys fly",

throws up his arms.

throws up

arms must sit down.

several other fowls he

who lift their-arms
animals may be said
monkeys most frequently.
next game.

Then he

his arms in the
to throw up their

IT mentions several

IT for

The others

were flying.

"Owls fly", and throws
way.

.

IT stands before them,

.

and throws

Let one person be

also.

suddenly

who then

IT starts again, and after
suddenly say "Pigs fly."
time must sit down.

fly, but players like
last one to sit

mention
may be
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This is a, game called Monkeys Fly, which can be played in a
classroom on a rainy day.
should all

STAND

and throws

UP

SAYS
way.

Let one person be

IT

IT stands before them,

his arms as if

"Owls fly", and throws

The other players

HE
UP

his arms in the

throws up

throws up his arms.

AND

arms must sit down.

HIS

MENTIONINGseveral other fowls he
THOSE

who lift their arms

animals may be said

TO

monkeys most frequently.
IT for

THE

next game.

THIS

MAY

SAME

ARMS

also.

suddenly

HE

EVERYONE

who then

IT starts again, and after
suddenly say "Pigth fly."

time must sit down. SEVERAL

fly, but players like

TO

last one to sit

DOWN

THE

Then he

were flying.

to throw up their

ARE

The others
"Birds fly",

SAYS

IT mentions severalFOWLS/BIRDS that fly, and then
say "Monkeys fly's,'

.

mention
may be
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Most ants are hard workers and often work from six o'clock in
the morning until ten o'clock at night.
the worker ants so

do, for they do

talk.

each other by

what each one is

seven years.

sense of smell.

live to be

Ants

known to live six
plant

get their food is

One way

lice, which we

call their cows.

milk these

The

drop of honey

the lice gently until

"cows" by
.

Then they eat the

of these plant lice
over them so that

follow

Some people think

old, and some have

a

amount to do.

each one has a

not know how they

We

comes

The work is divided

.

Ants take very good

often they build a

will be protected from

rain.
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Most ants are hard workers and often work from six o'clock in
the morning until ten o'clock at night.
THAT

the worker ants so
We

NOT

do, for they do
each other by
a

YEAR

THEIR

talk.

seven years.

One way

THEY

what each one is

DECIDE

comes

CARE

OUT

OFTEN

Ants

Then they eat the

of these plant lice

over them so that

THEY

FROM

get their food is

ANTS

The

A

TAPPING the lice gently until
.

follow

AND

live to be

known to live six

BEEN

lice, which we MIGHT/COULDcall their cows.
"cows" by

TO

Some people think ANTS/THEY

sense of smell.

old, and some have

AMONG

amount to do.

each one has a CERTAIN

not know how they

DO

The work is divided

HONEY

.

OR
plant

milk these
drop of honey

Ants take very good

often they build a

will be protected from

THE

COHNG/
rain.
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Swat one male and one female fly in early spring and you will
kill about 340,000,000,000,000 flies that they and their young would
have produced by the end of the summer.

you are about to
flies

Let live a spider

and it will keep
the stars you can

keep alive one bird
have killed a billion

being born more
on a clear night.

a lizard, and you
a billion flies.

not natural enemies

were

If

flies, the world would

covered

with them.

Why
and

flies?

On their sticky

their sucking mouths they

germs,

born

bring some forty kinds
filth, and bring that

So swat

and clean

fly!

and hairy bodies

many millions of
disease.

They are

to you.

But better still, protect its enemies

its breeding places.
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Swat one male and one female fly in early spring and you will
kill about 340,000,000,000,000 flies that they and their young would
have produced by the end of the summer.
you are about to KILL /SWAT

flies

and it will keep

the stars you can SEE /COUNT

THAN

keep alive one bird

OR

Let live a spider

have killed a billion
not natural enemies

TIMES
OF

being born more

FROM

on a clear night.

a lizard, and you

OR

WHICH

a billion flies.

If

THERE

flies, the world would

BE

WILL
were
covered

with them.
Why KILL/SWAT
and

born

bring some forty kinds

AND
IN

filth, and bring that

So swat THE/A
and clean

On their sticky FEET/LEGS and hairy bodies

their sucking mouths they

IN

germs,

flies?

UP

fly!

CARRY
OF

FILTH

many millions of
disease.

They are

to you.

But better still, protect its enemies

its breeding places.
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A great black and yellow V-2 rocketforty-six feet long stood in
a New Mexico desert.
carried

Empty, it weighed five

tons of alcohol and

Everything was ready.

and crouched behind earth

rose

a signal to fire

With a great roar
rose slowly and

oxygen.

generals withdrew to

Scientists

some

Two red flares
rocket.

burst of flame the
faster and faster.

trailed sixty feet of
a yellow star.

For fuel it

.

flame.

Behind

Soon the flame

it sped upward at

miles per hour.

A

minutes after it was
plane saw it return

per hour and plunge
starting point.

like

too high to be

a few seconds it

, but radar tracked it

rocket

,

the pilot of a

a speed of 2,400
earth forty miles from
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A great black and yellow V-2 rocket forty-sik feet long stood in
a New Mexico desert.
carried

EIGHT

tons of alcohol and

Everything was ready.

rose

With a great roar
rose slowly and

THEN

MOUNDS

SEEN

IN

.

Two red flares

rocket.

THE

burst of flame the GIANT/HUGE rocket

AND

faster and faster.

trailed sixty feet of YELLOW
a yellow star.

For fuel it

generals withdrew to

AND

Scientists

a signal to fire

AS

.

LIQUID oxygen.

DISTANCE and crouched behind earth

some

TONS

Empty, it weighed five

flame.

AS

IT

like

Soon the flame LOOKED

a few seconds it

, but radar tracked it

Behind

too high to be

WAS

it sped upward at 3,000

miles per hour.

A
TilEiHNG/

FEW

minutes after it was

plane saw it return

per hour and plunge INTO/TO
starting point.

AT

FIRED

,

the pilot of a

a speed of 2,400

earth forty miles from

THE

MTT.RS
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When I was a little girl, I spent several hours of almost every
day in a large lumber mill.
and grinding
at

I liked to listen

the machinery and watch
.

My father made a

I could sit and

the busy men

little seat for me,

the sharp saws cut

the big logs, scattering

The men

and sawdust.

cut off the clean

been made of chocolate

fresh,

smell in all parts
and the noise of

make me drawsy and
Then I

lumberjack smiling
about being

if the

boards just as easily

big logs

dreams.

the scrapping

.

There was a

the large mill.

The

the busy machines would often
happy

would fall asleep and
wake up and find
at me, all ready
sleepyhead.

jolly big

tease me
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When I was a little girl, I spent several hours of almost every
day in a large lumber mill.

and grinding
at

WORK

I liked to listen

the scrapping

TO

the machinery and watch
the busy men
ALL
COMFORTABLE/
My father made a
little seat for me,
WOODEN
OF

.

WHERE

I could sit and WATCH/SEE the sharp saws cut THROUGH
SPARKS/WOOD
the big logs, scattering
CHIPS
and sawdust.
The men WOULD
WHITE

cut off the clean
HAD

big logs
fresh,

smell in all parts

and the noise of

make me drawsy and
dreams.

Then I

A

ALL

OF

DOWN

There was a
The

the btsy machines would often

wake up and find
at me, all ready.

sleepyhead.

if the

the large mill.

would fall asleep and

I

WOULD

lumberjack smiling
about being

AS

been made of chocolateFUDGE/CANDY.

WOODSY

SMELL

boards just as easily

HAVE

happy

jolly big

A
TO

tease me
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SEVENTH GRADE

Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the world, is approximately 29,000 feet high.
reach its

on foot.

the top

have reached
did not return to

A Swiss

Later, a team

tried it in 1952
by the British succeeeded.

British felt that had
that they cabled them

so much from the

message, "Half glory to you."

the British success,

Numbing

but this

Swiss tried again.

and raging blizzards tried
they succeeded.

twice by different

stop them,

The summit

reached

In addition, they scaled

never-before-climbed neighboring
highest,

trying to

Some climbers

1952, but if so,
the story.

failed.

Many lives have been

Lhotse--the world's fourth

an altitude of about

Swiss returned

British this message, "All

these climbs, they cabled
to you."

feet.

When the
the
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Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the world, is approximately 29,000 feet high.

Many lives have been

reach its SUMMIT/TOP on foot.
the top

TELL
failed.

THE

BEFORE

Later, a team

LED

AFTER

did not return to
AND

by the British succeeeded.
so much from the

SWISS

message, "Half glory to you."

the British success,

Numbing WITH /FROM

have reached

tried it in 1952

British felt that had LEARNED

that they cabled themTHIS/THE

but this

THEY

TEAM

A Swiss

trying to

MAY

Some climbers

1952, but if so,

the story.

LOST

Swiss tried again.

THE

and raging blizzards tried

stop them,

TO

they succeeded. The summit
WAS
PARTIES/TEAMS
twice by different
In addition, they scaled
GROUPS

TIME

reached
THE

never-before-climbed neighboring PEAK /MOUN- Lhotse - -the world's fourth

TAIN
highest,

WITH

Swiss returned

an altitude of about
FROM

British this message, "All

28,000

these climbs, they cabled
GLORY

to you."

feet.

TO

When the
the
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EIGHTH GRADE

Sometimes great history is made suddenly and dramatically.
on tiptoe, almost warily.

Sometimes it enters our

later, seeing for the

many instances, men look
time the importance of

moments.

excited when man first

the atom.

Thus, few persons

of manpower.

he tamed and trained

greater power

as horsepower and

evolved

power by burning wood

learned

to get power from
gasoline.

kerosene

and secured
power.
coal.

wood, coal, and gasoline.
which takes
greater power

Then he

to split the

When man learned

far, far greater than

Next he

and from burning

at his bidding a

control its power, he

atom

was that

power man learned to

Probably the

he could harness from
,

in the hydrogen bomb,
atomic fission provides.

atomic fusion,
a much
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Sometimes great history is made suddenly and dramatically.
Sometimes it enters our

time the importance of

THEN

of manpower.

greater power

SUCH

power man learned tQCONTROL/USE was that

he tamed and trained

power by burning wood

learned

HOW

to get power from DYNAMITE

atom

gasoline.

AND

POWER

far, far greater than

BURNING

wood, coal, and gasoline.

which takes
greater power

PLACE

THAN

HOW

Then he

to split the

at his bidding a

HAD
ANY

Next he

and from burning

When man learned

control its power, he

and secured

power.
coal.

AND

STEAM

AND

ANIMALS

as horsepower andELEPHANT

evolved

kerosene

WERE

the atom.

SPLIT

FIRST

Probably the

Thus, few persons

moments.

SUCH

excited when man first

FIRST

later, seeing for the

BACK

many instances, men look

IN

on tiptoe, almost warily.

LIVES

he could harness from

FINALLY

, atomic fusion,

PROVIDES/
:in the hydrogen bomb, PRODUCES
atomic fission provides.
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New Year's Eve, or St. Basil's Eve as it is called in Greece, is
a happy time for

children.

carols as they go.

carrying lanterns and baskets,

filled with fruit and

all have had their

return to their homes.

by those who listen,

.

children decorate while
of St. Basil and

The father asks the

silver coin.

the cake, which contains

Whoever

The first

for God, the next

of cake is set
Basil, and then

and has in the

This cake is very

.

an olive branch which
they

around

all, for the family

comes the gayest time
the St. Basil's

Boys and Girls go

is given to each

the silver coin in

person in the year

St.

in the family.

piece will be the
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New Year's Eve, or St. Basil's Eve as it is called in Greece, is
GREEK/MANY
children. Boys and Girls go
a happy time forALL /YOUNG
OUT
carrying lanterns and baskets
WHEN

SINGING

BASKETS

all have had their

by those who listen,'

OF

SING

.

The father asks the

BLESSING

of St. Basil and
silver coin.

the cake, which contains

A/ONE

PIECE

of cake is set

for God, the next

ONE

THEN

children decorate While

THE

CUTS

Basil, and then

CANDY/
PENNIES

around
family
Vh
all, for the
-am--Y GATHERS
LARGE/
and has in the
This cake is very HUGE/BIG

.
CAKE
the St. Basil's
MIDDLE/
CENTER
an olive branch which

they

filled with fruit and

return to their homes.

THEY

domes the gayest time

carols as they go.

ASIDE

is given to eachpERSON/ONE

Whoever FINDS/GETS the silver coin in
HIS
LUCKIEST/
person in the year AHEAD/TO COME
LUCKY

The first

FOR

St.

in the family.

piece will be the
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When the Spaniards came to Colombia, South America, they were
told of a tribe of Indians who possessed fabulous wealth.

before, the

of an Indian chief

into a

to escape punishment and

dess of

lake.

power to

First

who bore signs of
came men
feathers in

had the

Because they believed

, whenever

grand piltake her

to honor the goddess

the processiong came wailing
for the chief who

with ornaments of gold
hair; then braves in

priests in

robes and tall caps.

nobles and

priests, among them the

rode in

become the god-

chosen this tribe made

grimage to Lake
presents.

thrown herself

their tribe prosperous and

a new chief

Many years

barrow covered with gold

died; then
emeralds, with
skins, then
came the
chief, who
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When the Spaniards came to Colombia, South America, they were
told of a tribe of Indians who possessed fabulous wealth. Many years
DAUGHTER/
WIFE
before, the
of an Indian chief
HAD
thrown herself
into a

LAKE

to escape punishment and

dess of

THE

power to

MAKE

lake.

become the god-

Because they believed

chosen this tribe made

A

grimage to Lake GUATAVITA to honor the goddess
IN

First

presents.

who bore signs of
DECKED/
came men DRESSED
feathers in

GRIEF/
MOURNING .for the chief who

with ornaments of gold

THEIR

rode in

THE

A/THE

grand pilAND

take her
MEN

the processiong came wailing
HAD

JAGUAR/
hair; then braves in ANTMAL

priests, among them the

died; then
emeralds, with

AND

priests inuzczacm robes and tall caps.
nobles and

had the

SHE

their tribe prosperous and VICTORIOUS, whenever
WAS

a new chief

HAD

PTNALLV

NEW

skins, then
came the

chief, who

barrow covered with gold DISKS/ORNAMENTS
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Long before the days of printing, minstrels wandered from castle
to castle singing before kings and their retainers.

.

", used their

Often these minstrels, these "
mythical deeds.

imaginations and

knew how

write.

,

legends of the American

same way as were
.

has since been
enjoy reading

Beowulf fought

But about A.D. 700
deeds of a hero,

stories relating to the

poet of the time.

were collected by some

into modern English and
first epic poem

dreadful fights to save
his own people.

for few

handed down

The stories were

mouth, very much in

by word

that

No one

down any of these

time attempted to

one to

deeds of a real

the character and the

usually

Their songs were

poem
we can
English literature.

king and
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Long before the days of printing, minstrels wandered from castle
to castle singing before kings and their retainers.
usually
PERSON/
HERO

deeds of a real
BRAVE
SINGERS
", used their
Often these minstrels, these " GLEEMEN

ABOUT
.

the character and the

ADDED mythical deeds.

imaginations and

time attempted to

knew how
by word
THE

Their songs were

TO

OF

WRITE
write.

No one.

AT

that

for few
down any of these TALES
FIRST/
The stories were ORIGINALLYhanded down

mouth, very much in

legends of the American INDIANS

,

same way as were

THE
.

But about A.D. 700

deeds of a hero, BEOWULF
stories relating to the BRAVE
ENGLISH/
THIS
poem
were collected by some ANGLO -SAXON poet of the time.
THE

has since been TRANSLATED into modern English and
enjoy reading

THE

Beowulf fought

TWO

one to

SAVE

first epic poem

IN

dreadful fights to save

his own people.

TODAY ,we can
English literature.
A/THE

king and
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The electric eel, a native fish of South America,, defends itself
from attacks of enemies by a natural electric battery.

even the

is powerful enough to

from this

these peculiar fish,

These fish are

them.

Indians, but

for food by the

ability to shock

to catch because of

they are
the

difficulty, the

In order to overcome

.

disarming

a very ingenious method

Indians have
Horses

driven into the ponds

eels expend their

charge on the horses.

the fish.

fish are asily
rest

to

has often been found
the road for fear

change the line

by

pass through ponds

Where

largest animals.

A discharge

and caught.

some food that they
to shock their enemies.

the

It is only after a long

the

able to build up
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The electric eel, a native fish of South America,l, defends itself

A discharge

from attacks of enemies by a natural electric battery.
is powerful enough to

from this BATTERY

Where

largest animals.

these peculiar fish,

These fish are
they are

has often been found
the road for fear

USED

for food by the

DANGEROUS to catch because of

In order to overcome

the FISHERMEN .

Horses

them.

mum

ARE

Indians, but

ability to shock

THEIR
THIS

by

Nmp,ssARy to

OF

difficulty, the

a very ingenious method

Indians have DEVISED
the fish.

pass through pondsFREguEuxED

ROADS
IT

OF

change the line

even the

STUN

disarming

OF

driven into the ponds

AND

the

the
eels expend their ELECTRICAL charge on the horses.
THEW
SPEARED/
fish are asily HARPOONED and caught. It is only after a long
rest

ABILITY

AND

some food that they

to shock their enemies.

ARE

AGAIN

able to build up
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Space is said to be pervaded by ether, an invisible medium by
which all waves of energy are thought to be transmitted.

most important for plants

ethereal vibrations

energy.

in their leaves converts

light, which a

, however, thrive best on

Various species of
varieties of what we

light.

For example, there
and moonlight, owing to

a marked difference between

light from the sun

fact that the vibrations

vibrations of moonlight

in all directions, but

only.

and run in one

the cucumber, thrive best
Since

of

plants grow by the

the light waves, since

are

Of these

discovery of this scientific

experimental farms have

been polarized in order
species of plants.

Certain plants, such
this polarized light.
, various

established where the light
further thr growth of
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Space is said to be pervaded by ether, an invisible medium by
Of these

which all waves of energy are thought to be transmitted.

ARE

most important for plants

ethereal vibrations. THE

plants grow by the

ACTION

the light waves, since

ALL

light, which a SUBSTANCE

in their leaves converts INTO/TO

Various species of
varieties of what we

light.

THE

fact that the vibrations

RUN

in all directions, but

For example, there

vibrations of moonlight

THE

the cucumber, thrive best
THE

only.

Certain plants, such

IN

this polarized light.

discovery of this scientific

experimental farms have

BEEN

HAS
CERTAIN/

been polarized in order

SOME

species of plants.

light from the sun

OF

are POLARIZED and run in one DIRECTION

Since

IS

and moonlight, owing to

a marked difference between SUNLIGHT

AS

energy.

, however, thrive best on DIFFERENT

PLANTS
CALL

of

FACT

, various

established where the light
TO

further thr growth of
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Sensory disorder has mental effects on the person similar to
those of bodily malformations.

The person is excluded

full advantage of certain

of life.

his senses is defective,

If one

does not perceive as

persons do, his sensory

being limited or distorted.

is therefore limited with

to the materials for

more complex mental life.

depends upon sense

perception,

sense data which you

cannot think

.

The seriously color blind

know the world

cannot

colors as other persons

esthetic appreciations are

.

.

Not only does he

of sounds which normal

ceive, but he may precluded from receiving information
the speech of
limitations vary for

persons.

The total effects

individuals.

His

The

by his defect.

person may suffer even
perceive the rich

perceive, you

to

per-

by
these
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Sensory disorder has mental effects on the person similar to
those of bodily malformations.

The person is excluded

PHASES

full advantage of certain

of life.

HE

his senses is defective,

HIS

RESPECT

more complex mental life.

THINKING

AND

cannot think
know the world

sense data which you

OF

depends upon sense

perceive, you

CANNOT

colors as other persons

OF

esthetic appreciations are

perceive the rich

to the materials for

The seriously color blind MAN/PERSONcannot

.

person may suffer even

LIMITED

MORE

CONTENT

.

by his defect.

DO

OTHER

persons.

limitations vary for DIFFERENT

The total effects

individuals.

His

DEAF

FAIL

Not only does he

of sounds which normal

.

The

PERSONS

ceive, but he may precluded from receiving information
the speech of

NORMAL

being limited or distorted.

is therefore limited with

perception,

OF

If one

does not perceive as

persons do, his sensory CONTENTS
HE

FROM

to

per-

CONVEYED
OF

by
these
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In some large and obvious sense the author must always be the
supreme authority, since it is only through him that we penetrate
into the world that he has chosen to set before us.

But the general
value to

authority in fiction are

statements

either reader

writer.

The author's legitimate

did meant

certain things, that what

these people
this or

;

it lies rather in

characters, the meaning, all
that we can believe

dynamic

author's personality.

The author's problem iS
the object or person

between us
.

such, that

us that the scene

lies not in his

This problem remains the

"author"

narrator or as

himself into the story
narrator.

us that the scene,

together in a
apart from the

not stand
he wishes to
even when the
first-person
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In some large and obvious sense the author must always be the
supreme authority, since it is only through him that we penetrate
But the general

into the world that he has chosen to set before us.
statements

ABOUT
OR

either reader

writer.

lies not in his TELLING

these people DID
this or

THAT

dynamic

PATTERN

between us

"author"

AND

;

THEY

did meant

it lies rather in CONVINCING us that the scene,
MOVE

together in a

IN

apart from the

that we can believe

The author's problem is
the object or person

This problem remains the
PUTS

such, that

IS

us that the scene

certain things, that what

author's personality.

SEE

The author's legitimate AUTHORITY

characters, the meaning, all

THE

value to

authority in fiction are WITHOUT

THAT

not stand
he wishes to

even when the

SAME

himself into the story

narrator or as OMNISCIENT narrator.

TO

AS

first-person
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That we are as yet quite ignorant of even the simplest relations
between different odors is abundantly evident from the current uncerMany thousands of different

tainties regarding their classification.

many is not known.

can be discriminated; just

organic chemist is adding

with each passing day

, however, that only a

It is quite

ones.

account for the whole

elementary odors are needed
of possible smells.

The

sufficient

color, where three primaries

the case

gamut of visible hues.

to synthesize the

able to approach

color mixture, we should

facts

such problems as those

and flavor

along these lines

.

we

we are the

facts of odor mixture

as certain of

with

is in

may be much as

odor specification

As matters now stand
at best characterized as

information
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TWELFTH GRADE

That we are as yet quite ignorant of even the simplest relations
between different odors is abundantly evident from the current uncer
Many thousands of different

tainties regarding their classification.
SCENTS

can be discriminated; just

AND

with each passing day

NEW

ones.

THE

It is quite POSSIBLE

elementary odors are. needed

TO

many is not known.

organic chemist is adding

account for the whole RANGE
IT

ARE

color, where three primaries

OF

TOTAL

to synthesize the

facts

color mixture, we should

with CONFIDENCE such problems as those

and flavor ANALYSIS
along these lines

AS

facts of odor mixture

THE

.

As matters now stand
IS

sufficient
we

we are the

able to approach

BE
OF

is in

WERE

gamut of visible hues.

as certain of
OF

FEW

, however, that only a

SITUATION may be much as

The

of possible smells.
the case

HOW

odor specification
OUR

at best characterized as

information
SKETCHY

.
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TWELFTH GRADE
The comments, questions, and analyses which accompany the book
are not to be regarded as the dogmatic interpretations of the stories.

directing

They are intended

to serve the student

his attention to

whose significance he might

miss.

learned, in Browing's phrase,

When a student

"means intensely", he is

in good fiction a

good reader.

his way to becoming

combine comment

formal analyses, the critical
and question,

specifically designed
the reader in
two formal analyses:

Hemingway's "The Snows

Aside from

in a natural classroom

, and are
to

to give the story
of the reading.

The

contains

short analysis of a

in

Kilimanjaro," and a long,

analysis of Mann's moral

in "Mario and the

For six other difficult

, partial analyses have been

included.

Each "partial" analysis is
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TWELFTH GRADE
The comments, questions, and analyses which accompany the book
are not to be regarded as the dogmatic interpretations of the stories.

They are intended PRIMARILY to serve the student

whose significance he might OTHERWISE

his attention to DETAILS
miss.

When a student

THAT

ON
THE

learned, in Browing's phrase,

HAS

in good fiction a
his way to becoming

"means intensely", he is

DETAIL

A

good reader.

formal analyses, the critical

and question,

AS

ADVANCE

two formal analyses:

Hemingway's "The Snows

AIDS

Aside from

combine comment

in a natural classroom DISCUSSION, and are
NOT

specifically designed
the reader in

directing

BY

to give the story

of the reading.

The

AWAY

BOOK

to

contains

short analysis of a PROBLEM

A
OF

in

Kilimanjaro," and a longPHILOSOPHICAL

analysis of Mann's moral IMPLICATION an "Mario and the.MAGICIAN
For six other difficult
included.

STORIES

, partial analyses have been

Each "partial" analysis is INTENTIONAL.

".
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APPENDIX F
INSTRUCTIONS READ TO SAMPLE POPULATION

This activity is part of some research being done in adult reading.
The information you give me is confidential, and there is no way your
name can be linked to the information.

Do not put your name on any of

the materials.

1.

First I need some information about you as a student.

Please

answer the questions on this page.

.

WOPI and CLOZE.

One

You are asked to work two types of exercises.

of them is a Cloze.

This activity is a lot of fun because it is

like working a puzzle by putting a missing word in the space.
me explain how this is done by showing you a sample cloze.

Let

Do you

understand how to do this type of activity?

3.

WOPI.

This is the first exercise.

I will read you the instructions.

Do you understand the sample questions?
and get harder and harder.

The words start fairly easy

When you reach a point you are guessing

at the meaning of the words, stop working this exercise.
hand, and I will give you the second part.

4.

CLOZE.

This is the second activity.

makes the whole passage make sense.
Your spelling does not count.

Raise your

There is no time limit.

Place a word in the blank that
Try your best on all the blanks.

The length of the blanks is all the

same and does not match the missing word length.

The punctuation

marks in the passage can give you clues to the missing words.
questions?

There is no time limit.

Any
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APPENDIX G
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1.

Circle the highest grade you completed before coming to the
community college.
a)

2.

3.

3

b) 4

5

d) 6

b) 19-21

c) 22-25

d) 26-30

g) 46-50

h) 51-60

i) 61-72

j) over 72

h) 10

i) 11

j)12

e) 31-36

f) 37-45

What is your sex?

b) female

What class are you enrolled in?

e)

b) GED

c) ABE

d) Adult High School
Diploma

Other

What college do you attend?
Linn-Benton

6.

g) 9

f) 8

7

a) 15-18

a) Developmental education

5.

e)

What is your age range?

a) male

4.

c)

b) Chemeketa

What state did you grow up in?

c) Portland

APPENDIX H

Item Analysis of the Words on

The Botel Word Opposite Subtest

Form used in Oregon Community
College Adult Basic Education Classes
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ADJUSTED GRADE LEVELS ARE WRITTEN OVER THE INDIVIDUAL WORDS
EXAMPLE:

yes

no

of

1

1

all

far

not

GRADE
LEVEL
00
1.

p
big

p
little

2.

P
down

said

p
do

P
up

3.

in

P
up

P
it

out

4.

go

down

stop

jump

1.

white

2.

day

P

a
H
a

(24

P

1

01
1

1

3

3.

rich

4.

old

1.

front

1

1

1

1

yellow

black

boy

p
play

p
red

night

2

1

poor

please

p
mother

white

1

1

1

birthday
1

new

02
2

1
2.

last
1

3.

near

4.

laugh

1

2

top

1

back

p

p

will

run

1

far
1

train

p
in

up

p
fast
1

little
1

first
1

laugh

next

little

funny

1

cry
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GRADE
LEVEL
1
1.

dark

2.

hard

3.

finished

4.

glad

1.

right

2.

rich

3.

1

2+

1

1

black
2

soft
1

thank
1

money

1

surprise
2

silly
1

began
2

seven

p
red
2

large
1

story
2

sorry

1

light
1

pony
1

right
1

laugh

03
1

3

1

rain
1

1

light
1

2

wrong
2

poor

tree

yard

enjoy

p
like

dislike

snow

4.

often

sometimes

p
now

always

1.

whisper

2.

discover

3.

foolish

3

1

2

3

3

2

4.

wide

1.

brave

2.

ignorant

3.

narrow

4.

tough

2

lucky
3

lose
3

sick
2

small

6

2

shout
3

loose
2

wise
2

6

3

4

3

dumb
2

river
6

mountain

3

2

3

skin

2

find

2

sorry
3

3

wide

1

first

p
look

shoot

6

2

sign

quiet

here

dislike

2

Christmas

enter

pleasant

4

freedom

2

full

04
2

1

1

yes

4

rough
1

never
5

weak

1

3

sweet
3

narrow

4

cowardly
3

smart
4

banner
2

rough
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GRADE
LEVEL
05
6
1.

homely

2.

noisy

3.

merry

4.

tough

1.

complex

2.

reject

3.

pOsitive

4.

aged

1.

accidental

2,

chaos

3.

tardy

08 4.

idiot

1+

2

4

2

beautiful
5

column
1

party
2

mountain

5

homer
1

game
2

unhappy
3

skin

2

heavy
4

restful
4

rough
3

weak

4

overly
2

quiet
2

teacher
4

rough

06
9

7

6

7

4

agree
4

accept
7

absolute
1

turtle

3

simple
3

except
2

candy
2

young

7

complicated
4

agree
8

negative
2

5

sample
1

give
6

wring
3

strong

ugly

10
timely,

trial

07
6

5

7

4

5

5.

chilly

6.

antique

6

9

09 7.

lavish
9

8.

ebb

6

agreeable
8

slander
11

overbearing
6

genius
6

perspiration
4

ancient
7

vulgar
10

aspire

5

purposeful
4

bullet
10

timely
3

average
3

healthy
3

president
3

simple
6

inspire

11

commune
5

seldom
6

agreeable
6

applaud
5

cooperate
6

gently
5

confess

5

3

order
2

early
7

vulgar
2

warm
4

modern
2

empty
4

flood
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GRADE
LEVEL
1+

10 1.

colorless

2.

pessimist

3.

concise

11 4.

illicit

10

9

12

11
5.

irrelevant
12

prolific
8

12 7.

authentic
9

8.

obsolete

8

vampire
5

bandit
10

expansive
6

legal
4

protection
8

chowder
2

glimmer
7

absolute

9

glamorous
9

optimist
12

circumvent
5

intelligent
10

pertinent
8

ardent
6

imitation
4

current

10

bolster
4

protected
8

acclaim
4

whine
11

ascribe
10

lusty
6.

conceal
5

recently

1

black
4

accept
2

small
8

ardent
9

festive
6

barren
1

old
2

today

